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This research provides state economic development planners and forest policy

makers with new economic information about the wood remanufacturing industry. An

overview describes each industry sector's employment, payroll size, and estimates of

annual growth rates. This helps planners determine which sectors are likely to provide

the most economic benefit to their region. A shift share analysis measures sector shifts

from one state to another, indicating to planners their state's relative strengths and

weaknesses. It provides them with a measure of their competitive advantage. Sector

models, which try to explain the level of competitive advantage, help policy makers

evaluate the potential results of alternative policies.

This research first provides an overview of 20 wood remanufacturing industry

sectors, such as Millwork, Wood Kitchen Cabinets, Wood Household Furniture and

others. The sectors are quite diverse with respect to size, wage levels, wood usage, and

growth trends. Wood Office Furniture, Millwork, Structural Wood Members, Wood

Partitions and Fixtures, and Wood Kitchen Cabinets were the strongest growing sectors

in terms of employment, payroll, value added, and shipments.

Second is a regional analysis of the eight major sectors, five from the Standard

Industrial Classification (SIC) code group Lumber and Wood Products (SIC 24) and

three from Furniture and Fixtures (SIC 25). Sector concentration is described and shift-

share analysis determined industry sector shifts between states. The Wood Office

Furniture sector is the most geographically concentrated sector and Millwork is the least

concentrated.
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Third, modified shift share measured each state's competitive advantage to

attract each sector's wood remanufacturing employment. A state's competitive

advantage was found to be positively related to local market growth, negatively related

to increasing wages, and have a mixed relationship with shifts in the state's quantity of

lumber produced. A state's competive advantage for Wood Partitions and fixtures varies

with its shift in share of lumber production but a state's competitive advantage for

Millwork employment varies inversely with its shift in share of lumber production. Fixed

proportion production technology in the first case and input substitution in the second

are offered as explanations for the opposing relationships.
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REGIONAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE U.S. WOOD
REMANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM

The economies of forested regions depend upon the forest resource for economic

well being. The economic activity of converting timber to logs and logs to primary forest

products of lumber and plywood often comprise a mainstay of the economic

manufacturing base. The economic base is further broadened by ancillary wood

remanufacturing (secondary or value-added manufacturing) such as millwork and wood

furniture.

Timber dependent regions are trying to extract more economic value from their

resource by developing additional wood remanufacturing facilities. Wood

remanufacturing adds value to primary products (e.g., lumber) by using local labor and

services to produce consumer and industrial products. Remanufacturing is attractive to

local economies since it adds jobs and tax receipts even in the face of a declining

resource. Oregon is an example of a state encouraging remanufacturing development. As

federal harvest levels decline, policy makers and industry leaders are trying to replace

lost payrolls by developing wood remanufacturing businesses: federal agencies are

helping communities and companies develop additional processing facilities, the Oregon

Economic Development Department is working to encourage additional remanufacturing

enterprises, and the Oregon Extension Service has hired additional agents to help wood

remanufacturers develop new products and processes.

At the other end of the planning spectrum, forest planners are trying to judge the

economic impact of their decisions. In the Pacific Northwest, policy makers are

establishing forest plans for east-side forests which supply pine lumber for millwork and

other remanufactured products.
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These two sets of policy makers need additional information about wood

remanufacturing sectors. Knowledge of each sector's size, growth, location, and regional

movement is needed, and the influence that raw materials, labor costs, and market

location have on regional growth are crucial to assessing policy actions.

The U.S.D.A. Forest Service, academic institutions, and associations such as the

National Forest Products Association and the Western Wood Products Association

provide statistical information and economic analyses of timber harvests and the primary

conversion of timber into lumber, plywood and particleboard. Similarly, the Department

of Commerce provides a wealth of national housing statistics, and the U.S.D.A. Forest

Service, industry associations, and academic institutions provide analyses of the end use

markets for primary wood products. Unfortunately, while there is a well established and

continuing research effort focusing on forestry and primary products, there is a lack of

comprehensive regional research to guide regional decision makers in the development of

the wood remanufacturing industry.

Regional decision makers need to know how different sectors of the wood

remanufacturing industry interact with their region. They require information about

specific remanufacturing sectors such as millwork, prefabricated buildings, and wood

furniture. The available wood remanufacturing industry research is typically aggregated

across the entire nation, millwork in Oregon being aggregated with millwork in

Pennsylvania, or, if analyzed on a regional or state level, sectors are aggregated together

so that structural wood members are treated the same as windows and doors. This is

little help to regional planners trying to understand their regions and their potential for

wood remanufacturing.

Supply factors (e.g., labor and raw materials) and demand factors (e.g.,

residential construction activity) are likely to determine a sector's regional location and

its potential for growth. Understanding the influence these factors have on individual

remanufacturing sectors and how theses factors influence regional shifts will help

economic planners target the most appropriate sectors for their region and will help firms

better understand the implication of their location decision.



OBJECTIVE

The general objective of this research is to provide policy makers with a

comprehensive overview of the characteristics and growth patterns of the wood

remanufacturing industry, to measure regional growth of eight sectors of the industry,

and to assess the supply and demand factors that affect the regional viability of particular

wood remanufacturing sectors. Supply factors, such as labor and raw materials, and

demand factors, including residential construction activity, are likely to affect a wood

remanufacturer's regional location and its potential for growth in a region.

Understanding the influence these factors have on individual remanufacturing sectors and

how they influence regional growth will help economic planners target the most

appropriate sectors for their region and will help firms better understand their location

decision.

The specific objectives are:

Provide a general overview of the wood remanufacturing industry. Describe

size characteristics and estimate growth trends of each sector.

Identify regional concentrations of key sectors and determine each sector's

regional shift (shift-share analysis) from 1977 to 1987.

Determine the "competitive advantage" of each region by decomposing the

shift-shares into national, industry, regional, and competitive parts.

Estimate how a region's competitive advantage for a particular wood

remanufacturing sector is influenced by supply and demand factors such as

raw material supply, wage rates, and market location.

SCOPE

The scope of this study is limited to wood remanufacturing activities in the

United States. The initial overview of characteristics and growth trends (objective 1)

includes 20 remanufacturing sectors (Table 1).

3



Table 1. Wood Products Remanufacturing Sectors as Defined by the 1987
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) System

a Series revised in 1987.
b iNEC s Not Elsewhere Classified.

Sector size, wood use, and growth rates of employment, payroll, value added,

and shipments are estimated. From these 20 sectors, eight major sectors, determined by

size and growth, are analyzed on a regional basis (objective 2) and a shift share analysis

(objective 3&4) is conducted (Table 2).

Shift-share analysis measures how an industry's or sector's employment shifts

from one state or region to another over time. It is often used to measure regional

growth. Shift-share analysis sorts employment growth in a state into several components,

one of which is the competitive component. The competitive component can be

SIC Code SIC Description
2431 Millwork
2434 Wood Kitchen Cabinets
2435 Hardwood Veneer and Plywood
2439 Structural Wood Members
2441 Nailed Wood Box & Shook
2448 Wood Pallets and Skids
2449 Wood Containers
2451 Mobile Homes
2452 Prefabricated Wood Buildings
2491 Wood Preserving

2499a Wood Products NECb
2511 Wood Household Furniture
2512 Upholstered Household Furniture
2517 Wood TV and Radio Cabinets
2519 Household Furniture NECb
2521 Wood Office Furniture
2531 Public Building Furniture
2541 Wood Partitions
2591 Drapery Hardware
2599 Furniture & Fixtures NECb

4



considered a measure of a state's competitive advantage for attracting employment in a

specific sector or industry.

Having a measure of the shift in share does not explain why shifts take place but

it may lead researchers in a direction that will help to understand the economic forces

causing such shifts. For example, one state gaining employment while its neighboring

states are losing employment, suggests the sector is consolidating. Perhaps the

consolidation is due to resource availability or market growth. Perhaps the sector is

consolidating to achieve economies of scale or because of economies of agglomeration.

Table 2. Wood Products Remanufacturing Sectors in Shift-Share Analysis.

SIC Code SIC Description
2431 Millwork
2434 Wood Kitchen Cabinets
2439 Structural Wood Members
2451 Mobile Homes
2452 Prefabricated Wood Buildings
2511 Wood Household Furniture
2521 Wood Office Furniture
2541 Wood Partitions

5

After determining each state's shift in share and its competitive advantage for

attracting a sector's employment, a regression model is used to help explain the reasons

for a state's competitive advantage. The model is designed to test the hypothesis that the

positive competitive advantage is associated with a positive shift in a state's share of

lumber production, a positive shift in the state's local market for the sector's output, and

a negative shift in a state's wage rate in that sector.

The historical time frame for shift-share analysis is from 1977 to 1987. Secondary

4-digit, state data is published at five year intervals in the Census of Manufactures, the

latest being 1987 data which became available in 1991. The 1992 census data, by state,

will not be available until 1995, at the earliest. More current data at the 3-digit level of

aggregation are available, but were deemed to be too general for this research. For



example, three-digit data treats Wood Kitchen Cabinets (SIC 2434) and Structural

Wood Members (SIC 2439) as the same sector, while four-digit data treats them

individually.

ORGANIZATION

This dissertation uses the manuscript format. The first chapter's purpose is to

orient the reader and provide a slight amount of background to the problem. Chapter

two (an article published in the Forest Products Journal, June 1993), provides a general

overview of 20 wood remanufacturing industry sectors and estimates growth rates for

each sector. Chapter three (another journal article for publication), presents a regional

analysis of the larger and more dynamic sectors presented in chapter two. Sector location

and sector shifts are presented. Chapter four (a third article), presents a model used to

estimate the influence supply and demand factors have on sector growth. Regression

analysis is used to analyze the influence of lumber supply, labor wage rates, and market

proximity on the growth of the key sectors of chapter three. Chapter five is a summary

and conclusion.

6



CHAPTER 2

WOOD REMANUFACTURING: GROWTH TRENDS AND SELECTED

CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES

Hal Kingslien
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and

Brian J. Greber

Manager, Raw Materials Industry Analysis
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ABSTRACT

Wood remanufacturing, also known as secondary or value-added manufacturing,

is being considered in regional development plans as a way to extract additional benefit

from existing forest resources. Regions need to find growing industry sectors with

characteristics that fit regional goals and resources. This paper examines 8 characteristics

of employment, value added, value of shipments, and wood use in twenty sectors of the

remanufacturing industry. Growth rates in employment, payroll, payroll per employee,

value added, value of shipments and value added per dollar of shipment are estimated.

This remanufacturing industry perspective shows strong growth in several industrial

product sectors such as Millwork and Structural Wood Members, while many consumer

product sectors such as Wood TV and Radio Cabinets and Household Furniture are in

decline.

Keywords: Wood Remanufacturing, Secondary Wood Products, Value-added,

Forest Industry Trends, Economic Development.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout North America there is increasing interest in the role that wood

products remanufacturing can play in regional economies. A series of studies have

addressed the potential economic contributions of wood remanufacturing enterprises. In

the Pacific Northwest, strategies for maintaining and expanding employment have been

developed (Sommers and Briss, 1990) and marketing strategies for remanufacturers have

been proposed (Mater, 1989). Regional socioeconomic analysis demonstrated the

importance of remanufacturing to specific locations in Central Oregon (Fridley 1990). In

the Lake States, the potential for wood products based development has been studied,

and in Pennsylvania the furniture and millwork sectors were examined (Wand Group,

1990a, 1990b, 1990c). Forestry Canada and the Alberta Forest Service have studied the

secondary forest products industry and its potential for promoting economic

development (Bell 1986, EKONO 1987, Tonan 1987). While "secondary wood

products", "value added manufacturing", and "wood products remanufacturing" are

frequently discussed as sources of industrial growth in forest resource regions, the

remanufacturing industry cannot be addressed as a homogeneous group of producers.

There is a diverse set of sectors within the remanufacturing industry that are conditioned

by different supply and demand concerns. Some sectors are labor intensive while others

are heavy resource users. Some make component parts for another industry while others

produce a finished product. Many of the prior studies do not adequately address the

different characteristics of these sectors.

The annual U. S. Industrial Outlook (U.S. Department of Commerce 1992b)

summarizes some of the key forces influencing the current and future operating

conditions for six remanufacturing sectors. The Industrial Outlook discusses

international competitiveness, the current outlook, and the long term prospects for these

sectors and summarizes 5 years of historic data. A one year forecast of shipments,

employment, average hourly earnings, capital expenditures, and the value of imports and

exports is included. These discussions and data help one gain an understanding of some

fundamental differences in these diverse sectors.

9
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The objectives of the current study are to (1) further clarify some of the

fundamental differences among the wood remanufacturing sectors; (2) identify the

sectors that have been expanding at the fastest rate and hold the most potential for future

growth; and (3) provide guidance for industrial development potential.

The information presented expands on the Industrial Outlook in 4 fundamental

ways. First, it presents information on all twenty wood remanufacturing sectors included

in Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) categories 24 (Lumber and Wood Products)

and 25 (Furniture and Fixtures). Second, several additional series (e.g., Average Number

Employed per Establishment, Payroll per Employee, Value Added per Dollar of

Shipment, and Wood Cost per Dollar of Materials) are derived and presented . Third, 13

year historic trends are systematically analyzed. Fourth, we discuss implications of the

statistics in terms of potential for economic development.

The information should prove useful for economic planners and political and

industrial decision makers. While the data used are secondary, and available to all of

these individuals, the systematic assessment of the information through time and across

sectors should provide useful insights.

SCOPE OF ANALYSIS

Twenty remanufacturing sectors are reviewed in this analysis (Table 3). These

sectors remanufacture lumber or wood panels into industrial or consumer goods. The

economic variables analyzed for each sector include; Total Sector Employment, Average

Number Employed Per Establishment, Total Sector Payroll, Payroll Per Employee,

Value Added in Manufacturing, Dollar Value of Shipments, Value Added Per Dollar of

Shipment, and Wood Cost Per Dollar of Materials.

The value of each economic variable is reported for the most recent available

year, 1990, with the exception of Number of Employees Per Establishment and Wood

Cost Per Dollar of Materials, which are evaluated as of 1987 due to data limitations.

This information provides a snapshot perspective of the remanufacturing industry's

characteristics. A historical growth perspective is derived from annual data for each

variable from 1978 to 1990years spanning a cycle of both growth and decline in the



a Series revised in 1987.
b NEC is Not Elsewhere Classified.

Data from the 1982 and 1987 Census of Manufactures (U.S. Department of

Commerce 1985, 1989) are updated using the 1988 through 1990 issues of the Annual

Survey of Manufactures (U.S. Department of Commerce 1990, 1991a, 1992a). The

evaluation is on a national basis although we recognize regional variations are

substantial.

SIC Code SIC Description
2431 Millwork
2434 Wood Kitchen Cabinets
2435 Hardwood Veneer and Plywood
2439 Structural Wood Members
2441 Nailed Wood Box & Shook
2448 Wood Pallets & Skids
2449 Wood Containers
2451 Mobile Homes
2452 Prefabricated Wood Buildings
2491 Wood Preserving

2499a Wood Products NECb
2511 Wood Household Furniture
2512 Upholstered Household Furniture
2517 Wood TV and Radio Cabinets
2519 Household Furniture NECb
2521 Wood Office Furniture
2531 Public Building Furniture
2541 Wood Partitions
2591 Drapery Hardware
2599 Furniture & Fixtures NECb

11

national economy. Growth rates for Average Number of Employees Per Establishment

and Wood Cost Per Dollar of Materials are not estimated. In addition, SIC 2499 (Wood

Products, NEC) was analyzed from 1978 to 1987 due to irreconcilable changes in the

sector's definition after 1987.

Table 3. Wood Products Remanufacturing Sectors defined by 1987 Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) System.



INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS

The 1990 statistics, listed by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes,

indicate the diversity in the individual remanufacturing sectors (Table 4). They range

from the large Wood Household Furniture sector employing 130,900 and shipping over

$8 billion of products to the small Wood Television and Radio Cabinet sector employing

3,300 and shipping $458,700,000 of product. Bold entries in table 4 indicate the

economic variable's value for that sector is in the upper third of all values observed for

that variable. This is not to imply specific cut-off levels exist, but simply to help develop

an overall perspective. No individual sector has high values for all economic variables.

The variable Total Sector Employment represents all employees including

production workers. Average Number Employed Per Establishment is the total number

employed in the sector divided by the number of establishments in the sector. An

establishment is a plant location; one company may own several establishments.

The employment effect of attracting one firm to the region is indicated by the

Average Number Employed Per Establishment. The more people employed per

establishment, the more economic impact per establishment and the fewer firms needed

for a given economic effect. Fewer employees per establishment means more firms must

be attracted.

The Mobile Homes sector (SIC 2451) and the Wood Pallets sector (SIC 2448)

demonstrate the extreme differences. Total employment in the Mobile Home sector is

about 1.4 times the employment in the Wood Pallets sector (38,800 vs. 28,300). But the

102 employees per establishment in the Mobile Home sector is almost 7 times as large as

the 15 employees per establishment in the Wood Pallet sector. From an economic

development perspective, attracting one mobile home plant will have the same

employment impact as attracting several pallet plants.

12



Table 4. Characteristics of U.S. Wood Products Remanufacturing Industry, 1990a

SIC SIC Description Total Sector Average - Total Payroll Per Value Added Dollar Value Wood Cost
Code Employment Number Sector Employee in Value of Added Per Per Dollar

Number Employed Per Payroll (thousands) Manufacturing Shipments Dollar of of
Establishment (millions) (millions) Shipment Materialsb

2431 Millwork 90,500 33 $1,960.9 $21.7 $3,851.6 $9,524.7 $0.40 $0..43

2434 Wood Kitchen 62,800 18 $1,217.4 $19.4 $2,540.1 $4,610.0 $0.55 $0.28
Cabinets

2435 Hardwood 18,700 66 $334.5 $17.9 ' $706.6 $2,051.7 $0.34 $0.68
veneer and ply.

2439 Structural 21,800 28 $429.4 $19.7 $810.1 $2,028.4 $0.40 $0.51
Wood Members

2441 Wood Boxes 6,000 19 $97.5 $16.3 $191.6 $431.3 $0.44 $0.42
and Shook

2448 Wood Pallets 28,300 15 $416.6 $14.7 $802.0 $1,948.6 $0.41 $0.43
and Skids

2449 Wood 7,200 27 $121.5 $16.9 $195.6 $470.2 $0.42 $0.35
Containers NEC

2451 Mobile Homes 38,800 102 $769.1 $19.8 $1,501.6 $4,202.5 $0.36 $0.17

2452 Prefabricated 22,600 37 $448.0 $19.8 $863.2 $2,268.5 $0.38 $0.35
Wood Buildings

2491 Wood Preserving, 13,000 21 $245.8 $18.9 $696.5 $2,642.7 $0.26 $0.57

2499 Wood Products 61,100 17 $944.8 $15.5 $1,996.3 $3,871.8 $0.52 $0.27
NEC



Table 4. (Continued). Characteristics of U. S. wood products remanufacturing industry, 1990a

Average _ Total Dollar ' Value Wood Cost
SIC Number Sector Payroll Per Value Added Value of Added Per Per Dollar

Code Total Sector Employed Per Payroll Employee in Shipments Dollar of of
Number SIC Description Employment Establishment (millions) (thousands) Manufacturing (millions) Shipment Materialsb

2511 Wood Hshld. 130,900 47 $2,097.1 $16.0 $4,399.0 $8,302.9 $0.53 $0.44
Furniture

2512 Uphlstd Hshld. 83,800 72 $1,486.7 $17.7 $2,809.1 $5,815.3 $0.48 $0.15
Furniture

2517 Wood T.V. 3,300 75 $64.5 $19.5 $132.6 $246.9 $0.54 $0.30
and Radio Cab.

2519 Household 5,700 37 $107.8 $18.9 $173.7 $458.7 $0.38 $0.00
Furniture NEC

2521 Wood Office 28,200 48 $572.4 $20.3 $1,100.8 $1,998.8 $0.55 $0.33
Furniture

2531 Public Bldg. 26,000 43 $543.1 $20.9 $1,147.1 $3,112.4 $0.37 $0.13
Furniture

2541 Wood Partitions 40,100 22 $952.5 $23.8 $1,788.5 $3,147.2 $0.57 $0.23
and Fixtures

2591 Drapery Hrdwr. 19,000 43 $360.6 $19.0 $1,005.1 $1,886.3 $0.53 $0.03
and Shades

2599' Furniture and 31,900 20 $630.2 $19.8 $1,485.6 $2,547.3 $0.58 $0.09
Fixtures NEC

a Bold numbers indicate value in top third of values observed for that column.

h 1987 data, except wood cost for SIC 2521-2599 is 1982 data.
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Total Sector Payroll is the entire annual payroll for the sector, not including

social security and other non-wage and salary employer payments. Payroll Per Employee

is Total Sector Payroll divided by the Total Sector Employment. Higher Payroll Per

Employee implies a higher standard of living. Developing higher paying sectors in a

region will raise the region's standard of living. In 1990, the Wood Partitions and

Fixtures sector (SIC 2541) averaged an annual wage of $23,800 per employee while the

Wood Pallets and Skids sector (SIC 2448) paid only $14,700 per employee.

Value Added in Manufacturing is the difference between the value of the

products produced and the cost of materials used to produce them. Value added is

generally comprised of labor costs, services, and profits. Higher value added indicates

more dollars are likely to be spent on labor and other local services, thereby generating

greater impact at the local level. Dollar Value of Shipments, the value of all products

shipped by that industry, is often used to indicate the size of an industry. Value Added

Per Dollar of Shipment indicates the attractiveness of an establishment.

If the economic potential of two establishments with the same level of shipments

is being evaluated, the one with the highest proportion of Value Added per Dollar of

Shipment will be preferred. The Wood Partitions and Fixtures sector (SIC 2541) adds

$0.57 of value per dollar of shipment while the Wood Preserving sector (SIC 2491) adds

only $0.26 of value per dollar of shipment. A Wood Partitions and Fixtures establishment

that ships $1 million of product will generate value added of $570,000 which will likely

be spent locally on labor and services, while a Wood Preserving establishment that ships

$1 million of product will generate $260,000 to be spent locally on labor and services.

A high Wood Cost Per Dollar of Materials indicates a large portion of the raw

material inputs are wood. High wood consuming sectors often locate in forested regions

where they can leverage off the existing forest industry. Low wood consuming sectors

will locate near other specialized inputs or near their markets. Resource versus market

orientation may be a key determinant in some establishment's location decision.

Hardwood Veneer and Plywood establishments (SIC 2435) spend $0.68 of each dollar

of materials on wood compared to Mobile Home producers (SIC 2451) who spend only

$0.17 of each dollar on wood. Hardwood Veneer and Plywood establishments are
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typically found in forest resource regions while Mobile Home producers are usually

located near their market (Polzin, undated).

The strengths of each sector can be seen by examining the observed value of each

economic variable. Wood Office Furniture (SIC 2521) ranks high in 3 key attributes. It

has a high Average Number of Employees Per Establishment, high Payroll Per

Employee, and high Value Added Per Dollar of Shipment. Millwork (SIC 2431), a high

wood consuming sector, is a large employer nationally and has a high Payroll Per

Employee. The Mobile Home sector (SIC 2451) has a high Average Number of

Employees Per Establishment and high Payroll Per Employee. The Wood Household

Furniture sector (SIC 2511) has the largest Total Sector Employment while Wood

Partitions and Fixtures (SIC 2541) has the highest Payroll Per Employee. The sector

called Wood Products, NEC (not elsewhere classified), (SIC 2499), appears to be a large

employer, but this sector is actually comprised of a host of smaller sectors that do not fit

well into other categories.

A categorical ranking of sectors is difficult. Strength in one characteristic is often

accompanied by weakness in another. The Upholstered Household Furniture sector (SIC

2512) is in the top third in Total Sector Employment and Average Number of Employees

Per Establishment, but in the bottom third in Payroll Per Employee. The Wood Partition

and Fixtures sector (SIC 2541) has the highest Payroll Per Employee but is in the bottom

third in the Average Number of Employees Per Establishment. Different schemes have

been used to rank remanufacturing sectors (Dickens et al, 1986 and Mater Engineering,

1989) but comparisons are based on the authors' judgmental selection of a ranking

system. In actuality, individuals working for community stability may be most interested

in employment while efforts to raise the regions standard of living may focus on higher

payroll per employee, greater value added, or some other standard.

INDUSTRY GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS

Historical rates of growth from 1978-1990 were determined for each of the

remanufacturing sectors. A simple rate of change model was fit to the annual data for
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each economic variable, except Average Number of Employees Per Establishment and

Wood Cost Per Dollar of Materials. The model is:

Yt = a*ebt

where; Yt = the variable's value in year t,

a = a scaling parameter,

e = natural log base,

b = growth rate parameter, and

t = year of observation.

To determine if the trend line explained a significant portion of the variability in

each variable, an F-test was conducted for each equation. The F-test was performed

using the 95 percent confidence interval for hypothesis testing. The F-test indicates

which data series showed evidence of trending over this 13 year period. Statistical

inference beyond this 13 year period is clearly inappropriate.

Price indexes from Business Statistics, 1961-1988 (U.S. Department of

Commerce 1989) and The Survey of Current Business (U.S. Department of Commerce

1991b) were used to deflate nominal dollars to real dollars (using a 1982 base year),

before deriving growth rates. The Total Sector Payroll series was deflated using the CPI-

W (i.e., the Consumer Price Index for all items, wage earners and clerical workers),

while the Value Added in Manufacturing and Dollar Value of Shipments series were

deflated using the Producer Price Index (all commodities).

The growth rates display as much diversity as the industry characteristics (Table

5). Bold entries indicate a growth rate that is in the upper third of growth rates in that

column and is from a statistically significant trend equation.

For example, Total Sector Employment in Millwork is growing at 3% annually.

The employment growth rate, being in bold type, indicates the Millwork sector is in the

top third of employment growth compared to other sectors. The Millwork sector is

growing in other areas as well. It has positive growth in all characteristics and is in the

top third in five out of six characteristics. The far right column value serves as an index

of overall growth and is simply the average value of columns one, two, four, and five.



Table 5. Sector Growth Rates, U.S. Wood Products Remanufacturing Industry, 1978-1990

Annual Growth Ratea
(Dollar series in real dollars, 1982=100)

SIC Total Total Value Dollar Value Added Average Growth
Code SIC Sector Sector Payroll Per Added in Value of Per Dollar of Four Traits

Number Description Employment Payroll Employee Manufacturing Shipments ' of Shipment Combined
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1),(2),(4),(5)

2431 Millwork 3.00%* 3.71%* 0.69% 495%* 4.63%* 0.31% 4.07%

2434 Wood Kitchen 1.93%* 2.24% 0.30% 5.27%* 5.11%* 0.15% 3.64%
Cabinets

2435 Hardwood -1.66%* -1.68%* -0.02% 1.43% 0.58% 0.85% -0.34%
Veneer and Ply.

2439 Structural 4.13%* 3.72%* -0.39% 3.87%* 4.29%* -0.40% 4.00%
Wood Members

2441 Wood Boxes -3.32%* -2.60%* 0.74% 0.85% 0.07% 0.78% -1.25%
and Shook

2448 Wood Pallets 1.60%* 0.97% -0.62% 3.09%* 3.22%* -0.12% 2.22%
and Skids

2449 Wood -3.86%* -3.54%* 0.33% -2.90% -2.30% -0.61% -3.15%
Containers NEC

2451 Mobile -2.44% -2.99%* -0.57% -1.26% -2.19%* 0.95%* -2.22%
Homes -

2452 Prefab. Wood -0.79% -1.86% -1.08%* -0.97% -1.11% 0.14% -1.18%
Buildings

2491 Wood -0.50% -1.14% -0.64%* 1.40% 3.49%* -2.02% 0.81%
Preserving

2499b Wood 0.12% -0.61%* -1.35%* 1.61% 1.03% 0.54%* 0.54%
Products NEC

8-0



Table 5. (Continued). Sector growth rates, U. S. wood products remanufacturing industry, 1978-1990

2511

2512

2517

2519

2521

2531

2541

2591

2599

Wood HsWd.
Furniture

Uphlstd Hshld.
Furniture

Wood T.V.
and Radio Cab.

Household
Furniture NEC

Wood Office
Furniture

Public Bldg.
Furniture

Wood Partitions
and Fixtures

Drapery Hrdwr.
and Shades

Furniture and
Fixtures NEC

-0.44%

-0.75%

-6.30%*

-3.84%*

4.85%*

1.65%*

2.31%*

2.64%*

5.20%*

-0.25%

-0.40%

-5.96%*

-4.16%*

4.51%*

1.71%*

2.96%*

1.70%*

4.30%*

Annual Growth Ratea
(Dollar series in real dollars, 1982=100)

0.18%

0.36%

0.36%

-0.34%

-0.33%

0.05%

0.63%

-0.91%*

-0.85%*

2.15%*

1.74%

-2.12%

-0.83%

5.14%*

4.76%*

5.04%*

4.65%*

7.30%47

2.40%*

1.58%

-2.80%

-0.99%

5.50%*

6.20%*

499%*

4.48%*

6.32%*

* Trend equation statistically significant at 95% confidence level.

a Bold numbers indicate statistically significant growth rate in highest third of listed industries.

b Growth rate for SIC code 2499, column (1),(2),(4),&(5) based on 1978-1987 data due to industry reclassification.

-0.24%

0.16%

0.70%*

0.16%

-0.34%

-1.36%

0.05%

0.17%

0.92%*

Average Growth
SIC Total Total Value Dollar Value Added

Code SIC Sector Sector Payroll Per Added in Value of Per Dollar of Four Traits
Number Description Employment Payroll Employee Manufacturing Shipments of Shipment Combined

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1),(2),(4),(5)

0.97%

0.54%

-4.30%

-2.46%

5.00%

3.58%

3.83%

3.37%

5.78%
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This index would likely be of most interest to economic development planners because it

indicates an overall strength in the sector. Millwork's average in these four characteristics

is 4.07%. The average is in bold indicating this growth rate is in the top third of the

average growth rates observed for all sectors.

The growth rates in the Total Sector Employment and Dollar Value of Shipments

indicate the general health of the sector. The fastest growing sector, Furniture and

Fixtures, NEC (SIC 2599), employs 5.2% more people each year and increases the

Dollar Value of Shipments by 6.32% per year. The most rapid decline is in the Wood TV

and Radio Cabinet sector (SIC 2517) which employs 6.3% fewer people every year and

ships 2.8% less product per year. The Furniture and Fixtures, NEC sector clearly

provides greater development opportunity.

Growth in Total Sector Payroll is a result of growth in Total Sector Employment,

growth in Payroll Per Employee, or a combination of both. The derived Payroll per

Employee trend equations that exhibit positive growth are not statistically significant

trend equations, but several equations with negative growth were found to be statistically

significant. This indicates that Total Sector Employment growth, rather than Payroll per

Employee growth is the primary component of Total Sector Payroll growth. The largest

growth rate of Total Sector Payroll is a 4.51% annual increase in the Wood Office

Furniture Sector (SIC 2521), as contrasted to a 5.96% decline in the Wood TV and

Radio Cabinets sector.

Growth in a sector's Value Added in Manufacturing may simply be the result of

an increase in total shipments. Total shipments and total value added are directly

correlated since a portion of each dollar of shipment is value added. However, a positive

growth rate in the ratio of Value Added Per Dollar of Shipment probably indicates the

sector is paying more each year to labor and local services per dollar of shipment;

implying individual firms in this sector are contributing to positive growth in their local

economy. The highest growth rate in Value Added in Manufacturing, 7.30% in the

Furniture and Fixtures NEC sector (SIC 2599), is due to a combined growth in Dollar

Value of Shipments and Value Added Per Dollar of Shipment; 6.32% and 0.92%

respectively. Each year, these establishments are selling a higher dollar volume of
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products and putting more value added into each dollar of product they sell. None of the

negative growth rates in Value Added in Manufacturing or Value Added Per Dollar of

Shipment are associated with statistically significant trend equations.

The Furniture and Fixtures NEC sector (SIC 2599) exhibits strong growth in

several variables; employment up 5.2%, payroll up 4.3%, value added up 7.3%,

shipments up 6.32%, and value added per dollar of shipment up 0.92%. Overall growth

is ranked the highest with an average of 5.78%. This sector, using relatively little wood,

is actually a collection of many diverse manufacturers that do not fit into other categories

listed in the 2500 series of the standard industrial classification.

Other sectors showing substantial growth in several key categories are Wood

Office Furniture (SIC 2521), Millwork (SIC 2431), Structural Wood Members (SIC

2439), Wood Partitions and Fixtures (SIC 2541) and Wood Kitchen Cabinets (SIC

2434). Most of the growth sectors are associated with industrial or commercial products

whereas sectors engaged in producing consumer products or shipping and container

products appear stagnated or in decline.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Assessing the development potential for the wood remanufacturing industry

requires consideration of each sector's unique characteristics. Each sector's complexity

and its unique potential for economic development require caution when interpreting its

relative strength. Tables 4 and 5 together provide a background perspective for

evaluating these complexities.

A review of the remanufacturing industry's characteristics and historic rates of

growth indicate several industrial or commercial product sectors have potential for

contributing to regional economic growth in forested regions. The Millwork, Structural

Wood Members, and Office Furnishings (SIC 2431, 2521 and 2541) sectors' key

indicators have been growing at average rates in excess of 4.0 percent and employ large

numbers of individuals. The 1992 U.S. Industrial Outlook (U.S.D.C., 1992b) also

identified the Millwork sector as a growth sector in the 5 years ahead, due primarily to

the increased demands created in residential remodeling and upkeep. The strengths in
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this market are also summarized in the Renewable Resource Act's Timber Assessment

(U.S. Department of Agriculture 1990). The Industrial Outlook looks for 1.5 percent to

2.0 percent annual growth in sector shipments.

With the exception of the Wood Kitchen Cabinets sector, employing 62,800 and

growing at an overall 3.64% annual rate, the consumer furnishing sectors, when

measured by our aggregate index, are stagnated or declining. The Industrial Outlook

does not discuss the Wood Kitchen Cabinets sector directly, but does emphasize strength

in the residential upkeep and remodeling market that should continue to benefit this

sector.

Mobile Home and Prefabricated Wood Building sectors have been declining but

changes in construction technologies such as panelized housing may reverse this tend in

the long term. The Industrial Outlook does not directly address the future for these

markets, but it does note that the number of first-time home buyersa primary market

for manufactured homeswill decline in the next decade as the tail-end of the baby

boom is reached.

While the aggregate indexes for Wood Household Furniture and Upholstered

Furniture are low, shipments have been increasing. The Industrial Outlook forecasts

growth rates in shipments of 2.3 percent annually, a rate similar to the historic growth

rates reported in Table 5. However, as indicated in Table 5, Total Sector Employment

and Total Sector Payroll declined in these sectors even while shipments increased.

Two other sectors which showed low aggregate indexes but significant historic

growth in shipments were the Wood Pallets and Skids sector and the Wood Preserving

sector. These overall indexes were dampened by moderate growth in employment and

payroll in the pallet sector and negative growth in employment and payroll in the

preserving sector. The Industrial Outlook forecasts continued moderate growth in pallet

shipments and relatively good growth in shipments from the wood preserving sector.

In different circumstances, one characteristic of a sector may be more important

than another or deserve more weight than another and lead to different conclusions

regarding a sector's development potential. The research reported here improves upon

the information available to economic planners and political or industrial decision makers
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by providing more characteristics of wood remanufacturing industry sectors. The derived

series of Average Number of Employed per Establishment, Payroll per Employee, Value

Added per Dollar of Shipment, and Wood Cost per Dollar of Shipment provide insight

into each sector's unique characteristics. Historical growth rates provide an anchor in

reality when projecting uncertain changes in consumers tastes and preferences,

demographic impacts, and export-import fluctuations. The information provided in this

article gives interested parties a fundamental understanding of the wood remanufacturing

industry and improves their ability to analyze specific situations.
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ABSTRACT

Eight wood remanufacturing (secondary or value-added manufacturing)

sectors five from Lumber and Wood Products (SIC24) and three from Furniture and

Fixtures (SIC 25)were analyzed to determine their geographic concentration. Most of

these sectors are quite dispersed but Lumber and Wood Products sectors (SIC 24) are

more dispersed than Furniture sectors (SIC 25).

Shift-share analysis, using Arcelus' extension, measured shifts in each state's

share of each sector's employment from 1977 to 1987. Shift-share analysis yields a

measure of competitive shift with the effects of national growth, industry growth, and

regional growth removed. The resultant competitive shift is a measure of each state's

competitive advantage for that sector.

Pennsylvania had a positive competitive advantage in all sectors except the Wood

Office Furniture sector, where it had a slight negative competitive advantage.

Washington and California consistently showed a negative competitive advantage.

By knowing their state's competitive advantage for each sector, economic

planners and policy makers can capitalize on their state's strengths. Knowing how sector

employment shifts between states may help researchers uncover the reasons some sectors

grow faster in some states than others. Several possibilities are presented.

Keywords: Forest products remanufacturing, Shift-share analysis, location

analysis, competitive advantage, regional growth.



INTRODUCTION

Policy makers in forested states want to get more economic benefit out of the

forest resource by adding value to primary wood products. Adding value generates

additional jobs, incomes, and tax revenues for the state. The challenge for economic

planners is to design policies that promote growth of wood remanufacturing firms, that is

valueadding firms, within the state.

A prerequisite for developing policies that encourage growth is to understand

why some wood remanufacturers grow more in one region or state than in another.

Helping firms take on new processing activities and enticing new firms into the state to

perform additional processing requires an understanding of those factors that affect

growth and influence location decisions for wood remanufacturing firms.

Wood remanufacturing feasibility has been studied in several regions of the

country and the characteristics and growth trends of twenty wood remanufacturing

industry sectors have been reported (chapter 2). These studies have shown that wood

remanufacturing firms, while having much in common, are actually a diverse grouping of

firms conditioned by different supply and demand variables. As a result, wood

remanufacturers cannot be treated as a homogeneous group but must be analyzed in

terms of product type.

Sector location, appearing coincident with raw materials and markets, is evident

from correlation studies (Polzin, 1994), but little is known or understood about the shifts

of wood remanufacturing sectors between regions or states. Existing regional studies

aggregate states into regions, which blurs the information for state level planners, or they

aggregate wood remanufacturing sectors into larger industry groups by using 2 or 3 digit

level Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes, thus reducing the precision of the

information for any one particular wood remanufacturing sector (Shallau and Maki,

1986; Ellefson and Stone, 1984). Policy makers need precise sector information that

applies to their state.
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OBJECTIVE

Regional planners, researchers, and policy makers need a perspective on their

current situation and an understanding of their past growth if they are to successfully

guide and promote future development in their state or region. This research aims to

provide such a perspective for eight wood remanufacturing sectors by presenting a

detailed accounting of each sector's location and its regional growth over the ten years

from 1977 to 1987the most recent years that federal data is reported.

This research identifies the location and percentage of each wood

remanufacturing sector found in each state, thus providing a regional description. Shift-

share analysismeasuring sector employment shifts from one state to another

describes each sectors' geographic change in employment from 1977 to 1987. Further, it

decomposes this geographic change into the amount attributable to national

manufacturing growth, industry growth, the state's own growth, and most importantly,

growth due to the state's competitive advantage.

Shifts of wood remanufacturing employment from one state to another are

broken down into components, thus providing planners with a more detailed accounting

of growth and greater insight into employment in their state. Decomposing a state's

employment shift supplies a measure of a state's competitive advantage, or disadvantage,

for an industry sector. This helps state planners target specific sectors in the most

productive way. These results are also useful to other regional researchers, since a more

detailed accounting for growth can lend greater insight into the underlying process of

regional growth and change. While this research does not explain why sectors shift,

quantifying the shift is prerequisite to explaining it and doing so may direct researchers

and planners to the most productive area of study.

SCOPE

Eight U. S. wood remanufacturing sectors, based on four digit Standard

Industrial Classification (SIC) code, are analyzed. Five sectors in Lumber and Wood
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SIC Code SIC Description
2431 Millwork
2434 Wood Kitchen Cabinets
2439 Structural Wood Members
2451 Mobile Homes
2452 Prefabricated Wood Buildings
2511 Wood Household Furniture
2521 Wood Office Furniture
2541 Wood Partitions

In each sector, employment and real value of shipments were examined.

Employment and value of shipments should be closely correlated and may appear

redundant. However, employment changes that are consistently different from value of

shipments changes Indicate a change in labor productivity. These data are presented but

a shift-share analysis of shipments was not conducted.

The historical time frame used for this analysis is from 1977 to 1987. Secondary

4-digit, state data is published at five year intervals in the Census of Manufactures, the

latest being 1987 data which became available in 1991. The 1992 census data, by state,

will not be available until 1995, at the earliest. More current data, at the 3-digit level of

aggregation are available, but were deemed to be too general for this research. For

example, three-digit data treats Wood Kitchen Cabinets (SIC 2434) and Structural

Wood Members (SIC 2439) as the same sector, while four-digit data treats them

individually.

This study considers each state as a region. The fact that economic planning is

usually administered at the state level and that data is available by state makes this the

logical choice. All 50 states plus the district of Columbia are included.

30

Products (SIC 24) and three sectors from Furniture and Fixtures (SIC 25) were selected

on the basis of their size, variety, and amount of wood use (Table 6).

Table 6. Wood Remanufacturing Sectors Used for Shift-Share Analysis.
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The years 1977 and 1987 are in about the same relative position of the business

cycle. Both years are about midway between recessions, and both years correspond

closely to peak years in the residential fixed investment cycle (U.S.D.C., 1994) which

influences demand for wood remanufacturing products (Sinclair, 1992). This means that

measurements are not strongly affected by business cycle gyrations or regional business

cycle effects, thereby allowing the sector and regional effects to emerge.

The national and state value of shipments for all manufacturing are deflated using

a manufacturing price series (U.S.D.C., 1992b) adjusted to a base of 1982 and the

individual sector data is deflated using the sector price indices (U.S. Department of

Labor, monthly issues and annual supplements, 1977-1988).

DATA

Secondary data analyzed are available from the 1977 and 1987 editions of the

Survey of Manufacturers, Industry Series, and the 1991 Annual Survey of

Manufacturers, Geographic Area Statistics, all published by the Department of

Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Wood remanufacturing industry sectors are defined

according to the four-digit level SIC definitions, which were unchanged during the

period.

Analyzing industries and sectors at the four digit SIC level provides much needed

clarity for evaluating particular businesses or development proposals, but comes at some

cost. Companies report proprietary information to the Bureau of Census with the

understanding that the Bureau of Census will not disclose the information in such a way

as to divulge proprietary company information. For example, if a single millwork

company exists in a state, then reporting that state's Millwork data is actually a report of

the company's data, resulting in a violation of disclosure agreements. In 1987, non-

disclosure requirements suppressed several state's data, with the result that in some

sectors, a significant portion of data was unavailable for analysis. In reporting results, the

amount of non-disclosed data is reported and states with non-disclosed data are grouped

together and reported as the fictitious State of Non-Disclosure.
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Unfortunately, the State of Non-Disclosure includes a diverse set of states. It

should not be assumed that a state is not a significant producer of a sector's output when

a state's data is non-disclosed. Production in a state may have consolidated into a few

large firms. These firms may have realized economies of scale, become more cost

competitive, and gained market share from other states. The end result is that these firms

may be experiencing rapid growth and a large portion of the sector's output and

employment may be shifting to this state. Conversely many firms may have ceased

operations in a state because of an economic disadvantage, with the result that only a

few firms, producing an insignificant amount of product, continue to operate in the state.

Some non-disclosure states may have always been insignificant producers and employers

within a sector. Unfortunately, it is impossible to know which case exists in a given state

and only a supposition can be made from the Department of Commerce "employment

size range" notes that are included in the department's industry reports. However, the

Department of Commerce does report the total for each sector. By subtracting the

disclosed states from the sector total, the non-disclosed states aggregate sum can be

calculated. Since non-disclosure may be hiding significant information, the aggregated,

non-disclosed states are included in the analysis as a single aggregated state. Their state

by state sector detail is lost but their effect on the whole is maintained.

METHODS

This paper provides a perspective that characterizes eight wood remanufacturing

sector's location, their spatial concentration, and their recent shifts between states.

Location and Concentration

Relative sector location is described by the percent of a sector's national

employment located in each state. This indicates the spatial concentration of each

sector's employment. A measure of a sector's tendency to be spatially concentrated is

given by the number of states it takes (largest employer to smallest) to make up fifty

percent of the sector's total employment. The fewer the number of states the more



spatially concentrated the sector. Shift-share analysis estimates shifts in a sector's

economic activity between states and in this research it is used to provide a measure of

competitive advantage.

Shift-Share Analysis

Shift-share analysis describes the relative shift in employment (or other measure

of activity) from one region to another. Proposed by Creamer (1943), it came into

mainstream regional economics in 1960 when it was used to show how national

economic growth, industry composition, and a regions competitive attributes account for

the regions growth (Perloff, et al. 1960). Fuchs (1959) and Dunn (1960) found shift-

share a useful technique as did Ashby (1964 and 1965). Shallau and Maki (1986) used it

to describe U.S. forest products industry shifts from 1970 to 1980.

Simple shift-share analysis sorts a state's growth into three components

national, industry, and competitiveand expresses them as a descriptive identity.

A simple shift-share form is the identity:

AE-- -=-- (roo) E0ij + (r. - r ) E0-. + (r.. - r. ) E0..ij m oo 1.1 1) io

National Industry Competitive
Component Component Component

and roo = growth rate of national manufacturing employment, 1977-1987

= growth rate of sector i's employment nationally, 1977-1987

= growth rate of employment in sector i in state j, 1977-1987

= change in number of production employees in sector i in state j, 1977-

1987

E0.- = the employment in sector i in state j at the beginning of the period.

Criticisms of shift-share analysis (Houston 1967, Beaudry and Martin 1979,

Stokes 1974) led to revisions of this identity. The first revision introduced the concept of

homothetic employment (Esteban-Marquillas, 1972). A state's homothetic employment,
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in sector i, is the employment in sector i that would exist in state j, if the state's

employment in sector i is proportional to the nation's employment in sector i. For

example if one percent of the nation's manufacturing employment is in the Millwork

sector, then each state's homothetic employment in sector i is one percent of the state's

manufacturing employment. It will be shown later why this is important to this research.

The next revision, an expanded form of the identity proposed by Arcelus (1984),

incorporated homothetic employment and further decomposed the competitive

component into two components: a regional component and a revised competitive

component. This is useful for separating a state's overall growth from its growth in a

specific sector. This research uses Arcelus's form of the shift-share identity to develop a

measure of competitive advantage.

Arcelus's expanded shift share form using homothetic values is:

AE- = N.. ++ R- +
1J 1J 1 J 1J 1.)

where:

NLi = Ely! (roo) +(Eij National

NI = E ijh (ri, roo) +(E Eh)('oroo) Industry

= E (r r00)±(E11 Elj')(roj roo) State

RI = Euh[(r roj)(tio roo)]+(Eij E)[(rtj roj) rood Competitive

and r growth rate of national manufacturing employment, 1977-1987

= growth rate of sector i's employment nationally, 1977-1987

r growth rate of all manufacturing employment in state j, 1977-1987

rtj = growth rate of employment in sector i in state j, 1977-1987

AEii = change in number of production employees in sector i in state j, 1977-

1987

= employment in sector i in state j in 1977

Euh = homothetic employment of sector i in state j in 1977 = E.i ----1---EE.° )[
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If it is assumed that population and employment are highly correlated (Perloff, et

al, 1960), then a state's population will be a multiple of its homothetic employment. If the

market is homogeneous across regions, then we can consider that EN, the homothetic

employment, is the state's sector i employment necessary to serve its own market, and

(Ei; - the non-homothetic employment, is sector i's employment producing for

export. To the extent this is true, we can consider EN and (N- Ehij) as approximations

to local and export employment (also known a residentiary and basic employment)

respectively (Areculus, 1984).

Shift-share analysis is an accounting approach used to describe states' growth. A

sector's growth in a state is apportioned to national, industry, and the state's accounts,

depending on the known growth rate of national, industry, and state employment. The

known growth rate is the percentage change in employment between the beginning and

the end of a specified period (1977 and 1987 in this research).The sum of the

apportioned amounts is subtracted from the actual employment change and the residual,

which is equal to RI ii ,is called the competitive component. The shift share equation is an

identity in which the amount apportioned to all accounts, including RI ii must exactly

equal the actual employment change during the period

RI , the final component of Arcelus's shift-share configuration, isolates whether

sector i enjoys a competitive advantage in region j, apart from the fact that sector i may

have a competitive advantage over other sectors and apart from the fact that state j may,

in general, have a competitive advantage over other states. The value of RI ii is a measure

of the competitive advantage state j has for sector i.

Keil (1992) concluded from his empirical work with Indiana data that the more

detailed identity provided little additional insight into overall state growth but that it can

help provide insight into individual sector growth within states.

RESULTS

Wood remanufacturing sectors are spread throughout the United States (Table

7). The percentage given is the state's percentage of each sector's total national
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employment. The row "Non-Disclosure" indicates the percent of a sector that is not

accounted for on a state by state basis. For example, in the Millwork sector 73 percent of

the sector is reported state by state, while 27 percent of it is grouped into Non-

Disclosure.

Table 7. State's Percentage of National Manufacturing Employment and Total
Sector Employment, 1987.

State Manufactu SIC SIC SIC SIC SIC SIC SIC SIC
ring 2431 2434 2439 2451 2452 2511 2521 2541

Alabama 1.8% 2.4% 1.6% 1.2% 7.5% 2.8% 2.4% ND 1.0%

Alaska 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Arizona 1.0% 1.7% 2.5% 2.0% 3.3% 1.6% 1.0% ND ND

Arkansas 1.1% 0.4% 0.7% 1.2% 0.0% ND 2.1% ND ND

California 11.1% 11.8% 13.1% 11.8% 9.5% 5.1% 10.6% 15.2% 14.8%

Colorado 1.0% 1.1% 0.7% ND 0.8% 0.8% 0.4% ND 1.7%

Connecticut 2.1% 0.8% 1.6% 0.8% ND 0.0% ND 0.0% ND

D.C. 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Delaware 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Florida 2.6% 3.0% 6.9% 14.6% 9.5% 5.5% 2.4% 1.9% 3.5%

Georgia 3.0% 1.5% 2.7% 3.3% 11.0% 3.1% 2.2% ND ND

Hawaii 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Idaho 0.3% ND ND 2.0% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Illinois 5.2% 2.9% ND ND 0.0% ND 1.0% ND ND

Indiana 3.2% 2.6% 7.8% 2.0% 10.8% 2.4% 2.7% ND ND

Iowa 1.1% ND ND 0.0% 0.0% ND ND ND 0.0%

Kansas 1.0% ND ND 0.0% ND ND 0.0% 0.0% ND

Kentucky 1.3% 0.7% 1.3% 1.2% 0.0% ND ND ND ND

Louisiana 0.9% 0.4% ND 0.8% ND 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Maine 0.5% 0.4% 0.0% ND ND ND ND 0.0% 0.0%

Maryland 1.2% 1.3% 0.6% 0.8% 0.0% ND ND ND 1.2%

Massachusetts 3.1% 1.7% ND ND 0.0% 3.5% 1.8% ND ND

Michigan 5.2% 2.4% 1.5% ND 0.0% ND 1.8% 7.1% 3.0%

Minnesota 2.0% ND ND ND 1.5% ND ND ND ND

Mississippi 1.2% 0.4% ND ND ND 0.0% 1.8% ND 0.0%

Missouri 2.2% 1.2% 1.5% 1.2% ND ND 2.4% 0.0% 1.5%

Montana 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Nebraska 0.5% ND ND 1.2% ND 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND

Nevada 0.1% 0.0% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

New Hampshire 0.6% 0.9% ND 0.0% 0.0% ND 0.6% 0.0% ND

New Jersey 3.6% 1.3% 3.0% 2.4% 0.0% 1.2% 0.7% ND 3.5%

New Mexico 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.5%
New York 6.7% 3.8% 3.6% ND ND ND 4.6% 7.7% 9.9%
North Carolina 4.4% 2.4% 2.4% 6.9% ND ND 28.1% 21.3% ND

North Dakota 0.1% 0.0% ND 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND 0.0% 0.0%

Ohio 5.8% ND ND ND 1.3% 4.7% 1.8% ND 5.2%
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Appendix A contains tables of homothetic and non-homothetic employment

levels in 1977 and the percentage changes between 1977 and 1987 denoted by rco, r10, ricj,

and

Location and Geographic Concentration

The Wood Office Furniture sector is the most geographically concentrated

sector. Fifty percent of the sector's employment is found in only four of the eight

disclosed states that account for about sixty percent of the total sector employment.

Twenty six states report zero Wood Office Furniture employees (150 employees or less

are reported as zero).

At the other extreme, the Millwork sector is spread throughout 42 states and it

takes 11 states to account for fifty percent of its employment. Only nine states report

zero Millwork employment.

California has 11.1 percent of the nation's manufacturing employment and 11.8%

of the nation's Millwork manufacturing employment, indicating a balance between

Oklahoma 0.8% ND 0.6% 0.0% ND 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND

Oregon 1.1% 7.4% 1.9% 6.9% 3.5% 0.8% 0.6% 0.0% ND

Pennsylvania 5.5% 2.6% 9.6% 1.6% 6.8% 16.1% 2.9% 2.9% 6.7%
Rhode Island 0.6% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND

South Carolina 1.9% 0.7% 1.0% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 1.2% 0.0% 1.2%

South Dakota 0.1% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Tennessee 2.6% 1.5% 1.9% 1.2% 3.3% 2.0% 4.2% 0.0% ND

Texas 4.8% ND ND ND 7.0% 3.5% 1.3% ND 4.9%

Utah 0.5% 0.6% 1.6% ND ND 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% ND

Vermont 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND ND 0.0% 0.0%

Virginia 2.3% 2.7% 2.5% ND 1.5% 7.5% ND 0.0% ND

Washington 1.6% 3.1% 1.8% 2.8% 1.0% 0.0% 0.3% 1.9% 1.7%

West Virginia 0.4% ND 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ND 0.0% 0.0%

Wisconsin 2.7% 8.2% 1.6% 2.0% 1.8% 5.1% 2.6% 1.6% 4.0%

Wyoming 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1000%

Disclosed 100% 73.0% 75.8% 69.5% 81.2% 65.7% 82.0% 59.7% 64.2%

Non-Disclosure 0.0% 27.0% 24.2% 30.5% 18.8% 34.3% 18.0% 40.3% 35.8%
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Millwork and the overall industrial structure. Oregon, on the other hand, has 1.1% of the

nation's manufacturing employment and 7.4 percent of the nation's Millwork

manufacturing employment, indicating a greater dependence on millwork in Oregon's

manufacturing base. Further development of the Millwork sector in Oregon means a

further development of a sector upon which the economic base is already heavily

dependent. Conversely, the high percentage of Millwork employment suggests Oregon

offers some advantage, such as access to production inputs, which is not so readily found

in other states.

Each sector's geographical concentration can be indicated by the number of

primary states making up fifty percent of the employment of the sector (Figures 1-8). It

appears that the wood products sectors (SIC 24 group) are less geographically

concentrated than the furniture and fixtures (SIC 25 group) sectors. The Wood Office

Furniture sector serves markets in a large geographical area from key manufacturing

centers of North Carolina, California, New York, and Michigan. The Millwork sector is

much less concentrated with many small producing centers apparently serving many

small market centers. Millwork, Wood Kitchen Cabinets, Wood Structural Members,

and the like are intermediate products while furniture is a consumer product.

Intermediate product remanufacturers are dispersed and consumer products

remanufacturers are concentrated.
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Figure 1. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Millwork Manufacturing
Employment (SIC 2431), 1987.

California 11.8%

Source: Department of Commerce, Census of Manufactures, Industry Series, MC87-I-24B.
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Figure 2. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Kitchen Cabinet
Manufacturing Employment (SIC 2434), 1987.
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Figure 3. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Structural Wood
Members Manufacturing Employment (SIC 2439), 1987.
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Figure 4. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Mobile Home
Manufacturing Employment(SIC 2451), 1987.
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Figure 5. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Prefabricated Wood
Buildings Manufacturing Employment (SIC 2452), 1987.
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Figure 6. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Wood Household
Furniture Manufacturing Employment (SIC 2511), 1987.
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Figure 7. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Wood Office Furniture
Manufacturing Employment (SIC 2521), 1987.
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Figure 8. Primary States Accounting for 50% of National Wood Partitions and
Fixtures Manufacturing Employment (SIC 2541), 1987.
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The Wood Household Furniture sector and the Millwork sector provide an

interesting comparison of wood remanufacturers (see chapter 2). They both employ and

produce more than other remanufacturing sectors in their respective 24 and 25 SIC

groups. They both spend about $0.44 of each "cost of material" dollar on wood. But

while they both had total payroll of about 2 billion in 1987, Wood Household Furniture

employed almost 50% more people than the Millwork sector (Table 8), making the

annual payroll per employee only $16,000 for Wood Household Furniture compared to

$21,700 in Millwork. These distinctions are important for economic planners who are

concerned about employment but want to attract "high-wage" or "family wage" jobs.

The Millwork sector is quite dispersed with fifty percent of its production in

eleven states while Wood Household Furniture has fifty percent of its production in five

states. Wood Household Furniture may depend on sector agglomeration in a specific

location while Millwork does not, potentially indicating that Millwork is a relatively easy

start-up candidate. States may need to provide much support for infrastructure if they

hope to attract new furniture manufacturers.

Shift in Shares Between States

U.S. manufacturing employment declined by 3.3 percent during the ten year period

1977-1987 and national real value of manufacturing shipments increased by 13.3 percent.

By comparison, the Wood Household Furniture sector's employment declined 3.6

percent and value of shipments increased 11.2 percent, similar to national trends. The

Millwork sector employment increased by 29.7 percent with value of shipments up 39.8

percent and Wood Office Furniture employment increased 93.8 percent with value of

shipments up 98 percent (Table 3).

Each sector's manufacturing employment was analyzed using the Arcelus form of

shift-share analysis. Since the primary purpose of this research was to estimate a state's

competitive advantage for an industry sector, only the portion of the shift attributed to

the competitive component is discussed. However, tables 13, 14, and 15 in Appendix A

show the values of all components in the shift share identity



Table 8. Employment and Real Value of Shipments Growth, 1977 to 1987.

Source: 1977 and 1987 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Statistics series.

Millwork

The most notable shifts in Millwork employment are large negative shifts in

California and Washington, while there was a large positive shift in Oregon which

geographically separates them. On the east coast, North Carolina had a large positive

shift while the surrounding states of South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia showed

negative shifts. These shifts can occur for a number of reasons, such as input availability

and market access, but it appears that the Millwork firms on the West Coast and in the

South Atlantic states consolidated into Oregon and North Carolina (figure 9).

In the Millwork sector, the fictitious state of Non-Disclosure ("Non-Disc" on

figures 9-16) accounts for the largest positive shift. Texas and Minnesota, which were

two of the top five states in Millwork employment in 1977, are included in the non-

disclosure group in 1987. Since Non-Disclosure showed such a strong positive shift,

these two states, Texas and Minnesota, probably had strong positive shifts. Their strong

positive shifts apparently occurred as the firms became larger and fewer, otherwise non-

disclosure would not have been a problem. This indicates a consolidation into fewer

firms that are probably realizing economies of scale, gaining market share, and

employing more workers.
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Sector SIC
Employ-

ment
1987

Employment
Growth

1977-1987

Value of
Shipments

1987
(millions)

Real Value
of

Shipments
Growth

National -3.3% 13.3%

Millwork 2431 89,000 29.7% 9,325.9 39.8%

Wood Kitchen Cabinets 2434 67,000 45.0% 4,376.6 62.0%

Structural Wood Members 2439 24,600 78.0% 1,928.8 68.9%
Mobile Homes 2451 39,900 -21.0% 4,102.4 -9.6%

Prefabricated Wood Bldg. 2452 25,400 -12.4% 2,471.7 -12.7%

Wood Household Furniture 2511 135,800 -3.6% 7,980.3 11.2%

Wood Office Furniture 2521 31,000 93.8% 2,084.1 98.0%

Wood Partitions 2541 40,500 37.8% 2,814.9 48.0%



Figure 9. Competitive Shift in Share of Millwork Employment (SIC 2431), 1977-
1987.
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Although this is only a speculation, it is also consistent with the shifts relating to

Oregon and North Carolina. Two tentative conclusions arise: One is that the Millwork

sector is becoming more concentrated (fewer and larger firms), and the other is that its

location decision is driven by resource (input) considerations. The first is supported by

the changing four and eight firm concentration ratios (U.S.D.C., 1992a). In 1977 the

four largest millwork companies accounted for 14 percent of the sector's value of
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shipments, while in 1987 they accounted for 20 percent. The eight largest companies

shipped 20 percent in 1977 and 27 percent in 1987. The resource based conclusion is

supported by changing lumber production patterns. Ponderosa pine is the mainstay of the

millwork sector in the West. Oregon is the largest Ponderosa pine lumber producing

state. California was the next biggest producer, but between 1977 and 1987 California's

Ponderosa pine production dropped by 26 percent while Oregon's dropped by less than

5 percent (Western Wood Products Association, 1978 and 1988). Washington increased

production slightly but still produced only one-third that of Oregon. On the east coast,

North Carolina's lumber production was larger in 1977 than neighboring states'

production. During this period North Carolina's total lumber productions grew by 38

percent which was faster than any of its neighbors. South Carolina's production grew by

36 percent, Tennessee's by 16 percent and Virginia's by 5 percent. Oregon and North

Carolina are central locations for raw material availability and would be logical locations

for a consolidating sector to locate if the sector responds to resource availability.

Wood Kitchen Cabinets

The largest positive competitive shift in Wood Kitchen Cabinets was in the Non-

Disclosed states, which again included Texas, one of the top five sector employers in

1977 but was non-disclosed in 1987. The other positive shifts were mostly along the east

coast in Pennsylvania, Georgia, Connecticut and New Jersey. Alabama had a slight

positive competitive shift.

Pennsylvania, one of the leading employers in this group had the largest positive

shift of all disclosed states, but California, Indiana, and Floridaall major employers

had negative shifts. Pennsylvania's positive shift might be explained by the fact that it is a

major hardwood producer and a populous state. The shift might be further explained by

the fact that the most available hardwood is oak which was highly desired by the

consumer in the 1980s in both cabinets and furniture (Pennsylvania also had a positive

shift in Wood Household Furniture). If it is true that the species is critical to a sector's

growth, one needs to consider more precise information than overall hardwood and

softwood lumber production or timber availability to explain a competitive advantage.



In addition to species, the quality and characteristics of the lumber may also be

important. For example, a wood's grain pattern affects millwork manufacturing and a

wood's color affects cabinetry and furniture manufacturing.

Of the disclosed states in the Wood Kitchen Cabinets group, only five had

positive competitive shifts while nineteen had negative competitive shifts. Washington
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Figure 10. Competitive Shift in Share of Wood Kitchen Cabinet Employment (SIC
2434), 1977-1987.
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had the largest negative competitive shift, adding to the unfavorable impact of having the

second largest negative shift in Millwork.

Structural Wood Members

Florida and California account for over 26 percent of all Structural Wood

Members employment. This concentration most likely results from the fact that they are

two of the most populous states.

North Carolina and Florida, both major employers in this group, had the largest

positive competitive shifts. California and Oregon, two other major employers, had

negative shifts. Unlike the Millwork and Wood Kitchen Cabinets sectors, this sector's

non-disclosed group had a negative shift. But, as in the Millwork and Wood Kitchen

Cabinets sectors, Washington again had a highly negative shift.

The Structural Wood Members sector includes residential truss manufacturers,

who tend to locate near construction activity because trusses are large bulky items to

ship. This likely explains the concentration of this sector in Florida and California, and

Florida's and North Carolina's positive shift in this sector. They are heavily populated

states that would be expected to have a high level of construction activity. Additionally,

state and local government building codes were changed during the period, which

resulted in opening the market for truss applications

Washington is consistently losing wood remanufacturing employment relative to

other states. This consistency offers fertile ground for trying to find the causes of

employment growth and decline, particularly decline, since such consistency is not likely

to be caused by random events. Generating large negative shifts across several

remanufacturing sectors would seem to indicate a specific "problem" for wood

remanufacturers, but it may be that the comparative advantage for Washington's

employment shifted to some other industry such as aircraft manufacturing.



Figure 11. Competitive Shift in Share of Structural Wood Members Employment
(SIC 2439), 1977-1987.
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Mobile Homes

In this sector, four of the six primary states that employ fifty percent of the sector

had positive competitive shifts (Georgia, Indiana, Florida, and Alabama), and two of

them, (California and Texas) had negative competitive shifts. Mobile homes and Wood

Household Furniture had more information disclosed than other sectors

Figure 12. Competitive Shift in Share of Mobile Home Employment (SIC 2451),
1977-1987.
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Prefabricated Wood Building

Pennsylvania, by far the dominant employer, had the most positive competitive

shift. Some of the other primary employment states had positive shifts while others had

negative shifts. The analysis of the Mobile Homes and Wood Structures sector does not

provide any specific clues to the motivation behind each sector's competitive shift.

Figure 13. Competitive Shift in Share of Prefabricated Wood Buildings
Employment (SIC 2452), 1977-1987.
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Wood Household Furniture

North Carolina is the dominant employer in this sector, employing about 28

percent of the total sector. North Carolina also had the largest negative competitive shift.

The next largest employer is California which employs about 11 percent of the sector.

Figure 14. Competitive Shift in Share of Wood Household Furniture Employment
(SIC 2511), 1977-1987.
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Some job loss, approximately 1456 jobs, would have been expected in North

Carolina since national manufacturing employment and Wood Household Furniture

employment both declined during the period. The national and the industry components

of the shift-share identity shifted down. However, North Carolina lost about 2900 jobs

during the period, which is about 1500 more than would be expected from the national

and industry changes. Furthermore, North Carolina's state growth was strong and

indicates that an additional 5500 jobs should have been created if the sector had grown

with the rest of the state's manufacturing employment. The combined effect results in a

total negative competitive shift of 7000 jobs.

This sector highlights a problem of using shift-share analysis when a significant

portion of the sector is located in one state. Recall that a state's homothetic employment,

in sector i, is the employment in sector i that would exist in state j, if the state's

employment in sector i is proportional to the nation's employment in sector i. The state's

non-homothetic employment in sector i is the state's total sector i employment minus the

homothetic employment in sector i. A state's homothethic employment is local

employment needed for the state, and non-homothetic employment is considered export

market employment; non-homothetic employment is producing to meet export demand.

Now consider the state and the competitive component, of the shift share

identity.

= Eijh.(roj ro0)+(Eij Etj')(roj r00) State

RIij = raj) (1;0 r00)1+(Eu r01) r)] Competitive

and r growth rate of national manufacturing employment, 1977-1987

= growth rate of sector i's employment nationally, 1977-1987

r growth rate of all manufacturing employment in state j, 1977-1987

= growth rate of employment in sector i in state j, 1977-1987

= employment in sector i in state j in 1977

Eijh = homothetic employment of sector i in state j in 1977 = E01
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= non-homothetic employment of sector i in state j in 1977.

Ri; is the amount of employment growth charged to the state and RIii is the

competitive component that is used to measure the competitive shift. Substituting the

actual numbers for North Carolina's Wood Household Furniture sector into R1 and

gives the following:

R1; = 5465 = 5501 (.1007+.0326) + 35,499 (.1007+.0326)

Ri; = 5465 = 733 + 4732

and RI1 = -6909 = 5501 R-.0707-.1007) - (-.0355+.0326)] +

35,499 R-.0707-.1007)- (-.0355+.0326)]

North Carolina's homothetic employment is 5501 jobs and its non-homothetic

employment is 35,499 jobs. The state produces much of the furniture consumed by the

rest of the nation. The state's growth rate differential over the nations is 13.33 percent

(.1007+.0326 = .1333). Calculation of the state component, R1, indicates that the

expected homothetic employment growth is 733 jobs and the expected non-homothetic

growth is 4732 jobs. While it is reasonable to expect the homothetic employment of

North Carolina's Wood Household Furniture sector to increase along with the state's

overall manufacturing employment growth of 13.33 percent, it is unrealistic to expect

that non-homothetic growth will increase by 13.33 percent. Nationally, Wood Household

Furniture employment is declining at the rate of 3.5 percent. It is unreasonable to expect

North Carolina's non-homothetic employment, which serves the national market, to

increase at 13.33 percent, while the Wood Household Furniture sector's national

employment declines by 3.5 percent.

Recalling that the shift-share formula is an identity, it can be seen that charging

this large positive amount (4732 jobs) to the state component means that the competitive

component (RIii) of the identity will be forced in a correspondingly large negative

direction (i.e., the identity must be maintained). This may be the desired computation for

regional analyses comparing all manufacturing sectors across all states. However, in this

research, competitive shifts are compared across an individual sector. Due to this

difference, it may be more appropriate, particularly when trying to analyze states with

high sector concentration, to eliminate the charge to the regional component due to non-
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homothetic employment. Nothing of importance is lost in the analysis and it is intuitively

appealing.

Changing the state component requires changing the competitive component to

maintain the identity. This change results in the following:

= Euh(ro, ro) State

RI if = Ezih[(1;, roj)(r,o roo)]+(Ez, E.)[(rij Competitive.

If this procedure is followed, it should be applied consistently so that

comparisons will be based on the same assumptions and procedures. In this case, if

North Carolina's competitive shift was calculated this way it would be approximately -

2300 jobs (Figure 15). For other sectors, the modified method of calculating the

competitive shift appears to result in only slight changes and the change in the states

ordering would be minor. Since the Arcelus identity is the standard used in shift-share

analysis and since the differences appear to be small in other sectors, a shift-share

analysis using the modified identity was not conducted. However, in the next chapter the

modification is incorporated into the analysis.



Figure 15. Modified Competitive Shift in Share of Wood Household Furniture
Employment (SIC 2511), 1977-1987
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The Wood Office Furniture sector is the most geographically concentrated

sector. North Carolina is the major employer but since its employment in 1977 was non-

disclosed, its shift cannot be calculated. This sector had the most problems with

disclosure as more than 40 percent of the sector's employment is in non-disclosed states.
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This sector is unique because it is spatially concentrated with only small

employment shifts, but is undergoing rapid overall employment growth. One explanation

may be that there are significant barriers to entry in this sector that are keeping out

newcomers in spite of rapid growth. However, the 4, 8, 20, and 50 largest companies all

account for a smaller percentage of the value of shipments in 1987 than they did in 1977,

indicating that the sector is not consolidating and barriers resulting from cost advantages

and economies of scale are probably not in place.

Wood Partitions and Fixtures

Four of the primary eight states that account for fifty percent of the employment

in this sector had positive shifts and the other four had negative shifts, indicating that the

amount of the sector located in the state had little to do with the direction of the

competitive shift.

Pennsylvania had a positive shift while New York and New Jersey had negative

shifts. Wisconsin also had a positive shift while its neighbor Michigan had a negative

shift. Its possible that New York and New Jersey gave up employment to Pennsylvania

and Michigan gave up to Wisconsin due to geographic concentration, but this sector

does not display characteristics or changes that lead to further insights.

CONCLUSION

This research accomplished two goals. One was to provide planners and decision

makers with a perspective of eight wood remanufacturing sectors and indicate the

importance of these sectors to their state. The other was to provide them with a measure

of each sector's growth and geographic change between states to help provide a dynamic

understanding of wood remanufacturing. Geographic concentration, growth rates, and

measures of competitive shifts have been given to provide the perspective. Possible

explanations of these facts not only help planners interpret the facts but also generate

hypotheses about the causes of regional growth in wood remanufacturing.



Figure 17. Competitive Shift in Share of Wood Partitions and Fixtures
Employment (SIC 2541), 1977-1987
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The wood remanufacturing industry is composed of many diverse sectors

(chapter 2). This new research additionally shows that the location and geographic

concentration of these sectors is quite diverse, as is the rate at which they shift from one

state to another.

The analysis of eight sectors, five from the Lumber and Wood Products group

(SIC 24) and three from the Furniture and Fixtures group (SIC 25), indicated the

furniture group is more geographically concentrated than the wood products group.
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Specifically, the Wood Office Furniture sector, making a finished consumer product, is

most concentrated, while the Millwork sector, making mostly industrial and commercial

goods, is the least geographically concentrated. The Wood Office Furniture sector, in

spite of having the fastest growth during the period, was geographically stable and

evidenced relatively small competitive shifts. This would indicate that states without

Wood Office Furniture firms may face substantial barriers to increasing this sector's

representation. These firms are located in only a few central areas and seem to be

successful there. These conclusions must be tempered by the fact that much of the data

in the Wood Office Furniture sector was non-disclosed.

The Millwork sector demonstrated large competitive shifts throughout the

country. The individual state shifts indicate that this sector is consolidating into larger,

more geographically concentrated firms and that the resulting firm's location may be

influenced by access to inputs (lumber). These shifts in the Millwork sector and the

Wood Kitchen Cabinets sector lead one to suspect that the species of lumber produced,

rather than gross lumber production, may be an important variable for explaining

employment shifts. The Millwork sector's shift to Oregon and the Wood Kitchen Cabinet

sector's shift to Pennsylvania are consistent with this explanation

Pennsylvania stood out as a state with consistently positive and often large

competitive shifts. It seems to be doing better than most states in attracting wood

remanufacturing firms. Conversely, California and Washington consistently exhibited

negative shifts that were also quite often large. Washington's shifts are surprising since

the size of its shifts were nearly the size of California's even though its employment base

is considerably smaller and it is a large forest products producer. Further analysis of

these states could help regional planners better understand what policies or situations

promote growth and development (Pennsylvania) and which ones deter it (California and

Washington).

Assessment of a sector's competitive shift helps to point out areas that economic

planners and researchers might find useful for further study to explain regional growth

and change. Individual state planners will be able to combine this information with their
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own knowledge of their state's circumstances and develop plans that fit their unique

circumstances.

Finally, this study provides an example of a weakness in shift-share analysis when

one state has a high concentration in one particular sector. North Carolina's high

concentration of Wood Household Furniture firms resulted in a large negative

competitive shift. A modification of the shift share identity that results in the regional

growth differential being applied only to the homothetic employment corrects for this

circumstance and may be a desirable methodology for further analysis.
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ABSTRACT

The association between a state's competitive advantage for attracting

employment in wood remanufacturing and the state's shift in lumber production share,

shift in local market demand share, and relative wage rate change is estimated using

linear regression models. Seven wood remanufacturing industry sectors at the four digit

SIC code level are examined: Millwork (SIC 2431), Wood Kitchen Cabinets (SIC 2434),

Structural Wood Members (SIC 2439), Mobile Homes (SIC 2451), Prefabricated Wood

Structures (SIC 2452), Wood Household Furniture (SIC 2511), and Wood Partitions

and Fixtures (SIC 2541).

While an increasing shift in a state's lumber production share was expected to be

associated with an increasing competitive advantage in all sectors, it was true only for

the Wood Partitions and Fixtures sector. In the Millwork sector, a positive competitive

advantage in a state was associated with a negative shift in share of lumber production.

Fixed proportion production technology in the first case and factor substitution in the

latter may explain the results. An increasing competitive advantage is positively

associated with an increasing market demand shift and negatively associated with an

increasing wage rate.

Elasticities indicate that the competitive advantage in the Mobile Homes sector

has the most volatile reaction to changes in market demand share while the Millwork

sector has the least volatile response to market demand shifts.



INTRODUCTION

Federal Forest policy in the Pacific Northwest has resulted in reduced timber

harvest from federal forest land. As a result, policy makers are concerned that reduced

harvests will reduce forest products employment and production. Their concern extends

to the wood remanufacturing industry (secondary forest products manufacturers or

value-added manufacturers), which are expected to face a dwindling supply of local

inputs in the form of lumber and panels. Unfortunately, there is little research available

that would indicate how wood remanufacturing employment will respond to changes in

primary product availability.

Regional economic planners and forest policy makers need additional information

about wood remanufacturing firms to help them accurately assess the impacts of policy

changes. Economic development planners need additional information if they are to

effectively coach firms to meet the challenge of rapidly changing supply and demand

factors in their state. Planners who understand these impacts will be in a better position

to target the opportunities or problems in their state. For example, economic planners in

a state with growing employment but declining lumber production may wish to

encourage remanufacturing industry sectors that are responsive to growing local markets

but unaffected by the state's declining lumber production. Additionally, they might

develop employment training programs to retrain employees in sectors that are adversely

affected by declining lumber production.

Forest planners need more information because their plans will affect the regional

production of primary forest products (lumber and panel products) which are used by

wood remanufacturing firms. To evaluate alternative plans, they need to know how

wood remanufacturers will react to changes in the availability of primary products.

Polzin (1994) found that some wood remanufacturing sectors are resource

oriented, others are market oriented, and still others a mixture of both. But Polzin's

research does not provide information for estimating the size or the timeliness of a

remanufacturing sector's response to changes in lumber availability or market size.
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Remanufacturing Sector Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code
Millwork SIC 2431

Wood Kitchen Cabinets SIC 2434
Structural Wood Members SIC 2439

Mobile Homes SIC 2451
Prefabricated Wood Structures SIC 2452

Wood Household Furniture SIC 2511
Wood Partitions and Fixtures SIC 2541
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The purpose of this research is to estimate how a state's shift in its share of

national lumber production, its shift in share of market demand (e.g., housing

construction) , and its change in relative wage rates affect its competitive advantage for

generating wood remanufacturing employment. A state's "share" is its proportion of the

national total and a shift in share is an increase or decrease in its proportion of the

national total. Since economic planning is usually administered at state level and since

state data are available, the state is the logical unit for this regional analysis. Economic

planners can use these estimatesconsidering their state's situationto mosteffectively

assess the outlook for wood remanufacturing.

Seven wood remanufacturing sectors (Table 9) in the United States are examined

from 1977 to 1987, using secondary data. These are the same sectors used in chapter 3

except that the Wood Office Furniture sector is omitted from this analysis because the

limited data resulted in too few degrees of freedom. These sectors represent a cross

section of some of the largest remanufacturing sectors in the SIC 24 and SIC 25 groups.

Secondary four-digit regional data is published at five year intervals in the Census of

Manufactures, the latest being 1987 data which became available in 1991. Although

more current annual data is available, it is at the three-digit level of aggregation, which is

deemed too general for this research. For example, three-digit data treats Wood Kitchen

Cabinets (SIC 2434) and Structural Wood Members (SIC 2439) as the same sector (SIC

243) while four-digit data treats them as individual sectors.

Table 9. Wood Remanufacturing Sectors.
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The years 1977 and 1987, the beginning and ending years of the period

examined, are in about the same relative position of the business cycle. Both years are

about midway between recessions, and both years correspond closely to peak years in

the residential fixed investment cycle ( U.S.D.C., 1994) which influences demand for

wood remanufacturing products (Sinclair, 1992). This means that measurements are not

strongly affected by business cycle or regional business cycle effects.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

A modified competitive component of shift share analysis is used to measure the

competitive advantage a state has for a particular wood remanufacturing sector. The

competitive component is a sector's residual employment growth in a state after

accounting for the state's manufacturing employment growth, the sector's employment

growth nationally, and the nation's manufacturing employment growth. A sector's

residual employment growth in a state is assumed to be due to the state's ability to offer

a particularly favorable or unfavorable environment to a sector. If a sector's employment

growth is greater than the three sources indicate (i.e., residual employment >0), it implies

the state offers a competitive advantage to that sector and attracts a disproportionate

amount of it. If growth is less than indicated by the three sources (i.e., residual

employment <0), the state is considered to offer a negative competitive advantage.

Arcelus (1984) developed a shift share identity based on the work of Perloff et al

(1960), Dunn (1960), and Ashby (1964 and 1965). Arcelus used Estaban-Marquillas'

(1972) homothetic employment classification.

Arcelus's expanded shift share identity using homothetic values is:

AE = Nij + NIii + Rii +

where:

Nij= E iih (r)+(E E vh)roo National

NI = E iih (rto r)+(Eii E:1)(rio roo) Industry

= (roj roo)+(E E)(roi roo) Regional



RI = E:[(ry roi)(ro roo)]+(E E:)[(ry rof) (1;0 's)] Competitive

and r growth rate of national manufacturing employment, 1977-1987

= growth rate of sector i's employment nationally, 1977-1987

roj = growth rate of all manufacturing employment in state j, 1977-1987

= growth rate of sector i employment in state j, 1977-1987

AEii = change in number of sector i employees in state j, 1977-1987

= employment in sector i in state j in 1977

(E.Eijh = homothetic employment of sector i in state j in 1977 = E0.
1 Eo,

A state's homothetic employment level is the employment in sector i that would

have existed in state j, if the state had the same proportion of its employment in sector i

as the nation. Again i denotes sector, j denotes state and o denotes across all sectors or

all states.

The competitive term in Arcelus's shift share identity, RI, was used as a measure

of competitive advantage in chapter 3. However, as discussed in chapter 3, if a high

percentage of a sector is located in a state that underwent fast growth in all

manufacturing, the regional component (Rij) is driven highly positive because (r roo)

will be highly positive and (Eij Ei") will be large. If the regional component is driven

highly positive, then the competitive component, which is a residual after accounting for

the first three components, will correspondingly be driven in the negative direction. This

identity implies that sector i's export (non-homothetic) employment growth is expected

to be as large as the rest of the state's growth even if sector i's employment is decreasing

nationally. While this does generate a competitive advantage measure for sector i, vis-a-

vis other sectors in state j, it provides a misleading measure of competitive advantage for

comparing sector i across states.

To correct for this, the identity is modified by removing the second term from the

right hand side of the regional component (Rij). Since this is an identity set equal to the

actual change in employment, the competitive component, RIO, must be redefined to
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compensate for the change in the regional component. The competitive component is

redefined as the modified competitive component (CCMOD) which is

CCMOD = Eijh[kj rzo)(roj r)]+(Eij Eijh)[(rij rzo)].

This is the measure of competitive advantage used in this research.

METHODS

A state's competitive advantage for attracting remanufacturing employment can

be influenced by its shift in share of national lumber production, its shift in share of

market demand for remanufactured products and its change in relative wage rates.

Agglomeration advantages or disadvantages can also affect a state's competitive

advantage, as can policy variables such as taxes and economic development spending.

Entrepreneurial factors and other unaccounted for factors can also affect a state's

competitive advantage

In this research, policy variables were not considered. Steinnes (1984) discusses

the difficulty of properly defining the impacts of tax policy on a particular industry

sector. He further concludes that without time series-cross sectional data, estimates of

the tax rate effects on economic growth are unreliable. Data limitations preclude using

time series and panel data techniques. Additionally, Goss and Phillips (1994) show that

tax effects are unreliably estimated if economic development spending is not included in

the estimation model. Data regarding each state's economic development spending on

the seven sectors used in this study are not available.

It is hypothesized that a state's competitive advantage for a particular wood

remanufacturing sector is influenced by a state's shift in share of lumber production, its

shift in share of market demand in the region, and its relative change in sector wage

rates.

The model is:

CCMODi; = f( TLSS; MKT, WS, PCTi, Ri)

where CCMODii = state j's measure of competitive advantage for industry sector i.

TLSS = the shift in state j's share of national lumber production,
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MKT = the shift in state j's share of market demand,

WS = the relative change in state j's wage rate.

PCT = the percentage of sector i's national employment located in state j at the

beginning of the period

R is a dummy variable denoting the regional location of state j.

The change in the independent variables TLSS, MKT, and WS, is measured by

shift in share for each variable. This provides a relative change that corresponds to the

competitive shift, which is also a measure of relative change. A shift in share of lumber

production or a shift in market share is intuitively clear, while a shift in share of wage

rate is not. Although a shift in share formula was applied to the wage rate, it is more

understandable to refer to the wage variable, WS, as the a sector's relative wage rate

change in a state during the period. It measures the relative increase or decrease of

sector i's wage rate in state j compared to all other states.

Any variable V's shift in share, VSS, from 1977 to 1987 is calculated as follows:

87 77 87 77

Vj vj yo yoVSS = V 77
77

Vj Vo

where V is the variable's value in the year denoted by the superscript, subscript j denotes

state and subscript o denotes across all states. This formula is used to calculate TLSS,

MKT, and WS for estimating statistical model parameters. WS is additionally indexed by

remanufacturing sector i.

Wood remanufacturers use primary forest products such as lumber and wood

panels to make their products. Raw-material oriented sectors are those that locate near

the raw material to minimize transportation costs of wood inputs. These sectors are

expected to shift their location in accordance to shifts in the availability of wood inputs

(e.g., lumber), so as to continue to minimize cost. To the extent this is true, states that

increase their share of lumber production would increase their share of remanufacturing

in raw material oriented sectors. A state's increasing share of lumber production is

expected to provide that state with a competitive advantage for raw material oriented

remanufacturers.
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It was suggested in chapter two that species and grades of lumber available in a

state may affect its competitive advantage. While this may be true, there is inadequate

production data available by species and grade to test the hypothesis. There is anecdotal

evidence that some remanufacturers alter their input species and grade to compensate for

input price changes and availability, indicating that species and grade availability may

have only temporary, if any, impact on the remanufacturing process.

In this model, a state's total lumber (softwood and hardwood) shift in share

(TLSS) from 1977 to 1987 is used. A positive shift in a state's lumber production

represents a positive shift in an input factor's availability and is expected to be positively

related to a state's competitive advantage.

Another input cost is the hourly wage paid for production labor. Relative wage

rates are thought to influence economic activity and trade between countries and also

between regions within countries. Wage rates differ considerably between wood

remanufacturing sectors (chapter 2) and within sectors between states.

The wage rates of production workers in each sector was used to measure the

relative change in wage rates. A positive wage rate change, i.e., wage rates increasing

faster than in other states, is expected to be associated with a lower or negative

competitive advantage

While some firms are primarily influenced by input availability and wage rates,

others find it more advantageous to locate near their product markets to minimize

transportation and distribution costs. A prime market for wood remanufacturers is new

residential construction activity. As residential construction activity shifts from one part

of the country to another in response to changing demographics, states will experience a

shift in their share of construction activity. Firms that maximize profit by locating close

to markets would be expected to grow in areas that experience greater market growth.

In this study, a state's market variable is the market shift (MKT) defined as the sum of

the shifts in the share of building permits authorized for that state and states contiguous

to it. This market definition is arbitrary but attempts to account for market oriented

sectors that serve their own state and nearby states, but are unlikely to serve a greater

area.
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Agglomeration of an industry in a region is thought to occur because of the

synergistic effects that benefit each individual firm. Proximity to common suppliers and

labor pools are common examples. A state with a high percentage of an industry sector is

expected to provide the benefits of agglomeration to a firm, whereas a state with a low

percentage would not. A state with a high percentage of a sector would also be expected

to gain if the sector is consolidating into a few regional centers. However, a high sector

concentration can also result in diseconomies if competition for inputs causes firms to

bid up input prices. Excessively concentrated demand for labor may require higher wages

to entice workers from other industries or regions. Greater demand for raw materials

may require they be transported from other regions at higher cost. The percent of the

sector present in each state (PCT) controls for this effect in the equation.

Different regions of the country have different forests, different manufacturing

processes, and different markets. In order to control for these differences, four regional

variables (dummies) were used. The regions are the four major regions of the West,

South, Midwest, and East as used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census (U.S.D.C., 1992b).

Due to the limited amount of data, regional variables were used only as intercept dummy

variables. This allows each region a different ambient level of competitive advantage

while the slope coefficients of the regression equation are identical across regions. Table

10 summarizes the model variables. The data set is in appendix B

RESULTS

The statistical model estimated is:

CCMODi; = bo + b1 TLSS; + b2 MKT; + b3 WS i; + b4 PCTi; + b5W + b6S + b7M + Ei.

where i represent sectors 1 through 7 and j represents states for which data is available.

CCMODi; = State j's measure of competitive advantage for remanufacturing sector i.

TLSS; = Lumber shift in share for state j.

MKTj = Building permits shift in share summed for state j and contiguous states.

WS; = Relative hourly wage change for sector i production workers in state j.

PCT; = Percentage of sector i's national employment in state j at beginning of period.



Table 10. Model Variables

Description

Modified competitive component from shift
in share of a state's industry sector from
1977 to 1987. (Employees)

Expected Sign Source

Derived from Census of Manufactures 1977 and
1987, Industry statistics, U.S. Bureau of the
Census

Variables
Dependent Variable

CA
Competitive Advantage

Inde endent Variables
TLSS
Change in raw material
availability.

Shift in Share of total lumber production in
state i from 1977 to 1987. Total = hardwood
+ softwood. (MMBF)

positive

.

Derived from Lumber Production and Mill Stocks,
1978 and 1987, U.S. Bureau of the Census and
Western Wood Products Statistical Yearbook 1978
and 1988, Western Wood Products Association.

WS
Change in hourly wage rates

Relative change in wage rate of production
workers in state i and industry sector j.
(Cents per hour)

negative Derived from Census of Manufactures 1977 and
1987, Industry statistics, Department of
Commerce

MKT
Change in market size

The sum of the shift in share of permits from
1977 to 1987 in states contiguous to state
i.(Thousands of units)

positive Derived from Construction Reports, C-40, 1977
and 1987. U.S. Bureau of the Census

PCT
Percent of sector

The percent of remanufacturing industry
sector i located in state j. (Percent)

Unknown Chapter 3.

West, South, Midwest
Regional variables

Regional dummy variables to adjust
intercept, equal 1 if state is in region, 0
otherwise.

Unknown Regions are according to Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1992, Fig. 1
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W, S, M = West, South, and Midwest regional dummy variables. One if state is in

region, Zero otherwise (East is omitted to prevent perfect collinearity).

ei = normally distributed error term.

The model parameters were individually estimated for each of the seven sectors

using the ordinary least squares method of estimation (Table 11). It was found that

parameter estimates by sector better explained the dependent variable than did parameter

estimates of combined wood products sectors and combined furniture sectors. This

supports prior assertions that each sector is unique (chapter 2).

Other functional forms were not estimated. The popular log-log form could not

be used with this data since some variable observations were negative and dummy

variables with zero values were used. Two other independent variables were introduced

and tested. One was a different measure for shift in share of lumber production which is

discussed later. A second variable tested was a ratio of the state's percentage of national

employment for a sector and the state's percent of national lumber production. The ratio

did not help explain the competitive advantage and was dropped.

A Breusch-Pagan test was applied to each sector's estimated equation to detect

heteroscedasticity. The test statistic was not significant (a=.05) in any sector.

Multicollinearity was not evident using pair wise correlations. Autocorrelated error terms

were not evident.

The coefficients, standard errors of the coefficients, and the p-values of the

calculated t-statistics are reported for each variable (Table 11). The calculated F-statistic,

it's p-value and the adjusted R squared are presented for each regression (see Table 11

for explanation of p-values).

The parameter estimate for PCT is the most consistently significant variable

(a=.05), being significant in five of the seven equations. Where significant, it was

negative except in Wood Partitions and Fixtures where it was positive. The negative sign

indicates that having a high percentage of a sector in a state at the beginning of the

period is associated with a low measure of competitive advantage for most sectors. The

higher the sector percentage in a state, the less likely the state is to maintain its share of

that sector. This would indicate that economies from agglomeration may be negative.



Table 11. Estimated Regression Equations and Regression Statistics.

P-values correspond to alpha levels of significance testing. For example
P-value < .01 indicates significant at 99% confidence level.

00

Remanufacturing., Sector Independent Variables Regression Statistics
PCTIND TLSS MKT WS F-Stat P-

value
Adj. R

Sq.

Millwork Coef 611.22 -294.36 -1.010 5.657 -0.955 -249.35 -436.76 782.67 3.61 0.01 0.41

Std. Error 357.32 69.83 0.471 2.743 1.345 506.60 370.34 579.02
P-value [103] [000] [045] [.053] [.486] [.628] [.253] ' [.192]

Wood Kitchen Coef 471.05 16.65 0.247 0.949 0.825 -550.46 -609.02 -1463.89 2.13 0.11 0.28
Cabinets Std. Error 394.14 47.81 0.206 2.628 1.400 521.36 450.65 543.15

P-value [.253] [733] [.251] [.724] [.566] [310] [200] [018]
Structural Wood Coef 99.62 47.84 0.300 1.310 0.054 -283.01 -39.94 -183.87 0.43 0.85 -0.49

Members Std. Error 712.94 84.08 0.758 5.263 2.459 915.52 744.17 953.54
P-value [.894] [.594] [.709] [.813] [.983] [770] [.959] [.855]

Mobile Homes Coef 1644.85 -149.22 0.591 11.692 -6.327 -1199.73 -1111.42 -324.39 8.44 0.01 0.79
Std. Error 731.63 49.55 0.508 3.641 2.227 831.42 744.82 837.65
P-value [.059] [020] [.282] [015] [025] [192] [.179] [710]

Prefabricated Coef 3496.87 -136.32 -0.297 3.898 -3.128 -3322.02 -3171.51 -3301.21 14.03 0.01 0.88
Wood Std. Error 487.99 48.17 0.312 2.033 1.602 531.14 378.30 427.94

Structures P-value [.001] [.037] [.385] [113] [108] [002] [.000] [001]
Wood Coef 272.90 -78.75 -0.384 11.340 1.346 132.14 -1250.93 1256.21 8.53 0.00 0.73

Household Std. Error 353.09 25.75 0.235 2.569 2.070 517.65 429.98 564.59
Furniture P-value [.453] [.009] [.127] [001] [.527] [803] [.0121 [.044]

Wood Partitions Coef 50.99 126.31 0.590 0.715 -4.332 -1010.61 -987.82 -565.85 30.92 0.01 0.95
and Fixtures Std. Error 110.85 14.49 0.068 0.676 0.400 170.46 128.11 138.41

P-value [.677] [003] [003] [368] [002] [010] [.005] [026]
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Rather than finding it conducive to locate in an area where many other similar

firms are located, most of the wood remanufacturing sectors apparently grow faster than

average in states with fewer similar firms. The negative sign for this coefficient suggests

that a sector's high percentage in a state does not contribute positively to the

competitive advantage and may have a negative impact on regional concentration. The

negative sign fails to support the supposition in chapter 3, using Millwork in Oregon and

North Carolina as examples, that regional consolidation is taking place. Instead of

employment becoming concentrated in a few specific states as would be expected if the

sectors were consolidating, employment is dispersing throughout the country.

The estimated coefficient for TLSS was significant (a=.05) in two cases,

Millwork and Wood Partitions and Fixtures. The sign of the coefficient on TLSS in

Millwork was opposite of expectations. These findings indicate that for five of the seven

wood remanufacturing sectors, a state's shift in share of lumber production is not

associated with changes in its competitive advantage for remanufacturing employment.

In one, Millwork, increasing lumber share is associated with lower competitive

advantage and in another, Wood Partitions and Fixtures, increasing lumber share is

associated with an increasing competitive advantage.

The estimated coefficient for the market variable (MKT) was significant and

positively related to a state's competitive advantage in Mobile Homes and Wood

Household Furniture sectors. In all sectors it had a positive sign as expected. These

findings support Polzin's (1994) findings that these sectors are positively influenced by

market proximity.

The wage variable's estimated coefficient was significant in the Mobile Homes

and Wood Partitions and Fixtures sectors and nearly significant in the Prefabricated

Wood Building sector. In each of these sectors the sign of the coefficient was negative,

as expected. These results suggest that a declining competitive advantage is associated

with states having the greatest increasing sector wage rates.

The regional variables were significant in the Wood Kitchen Cabinets,

Prefabricated Wood Buildings, Wood Household Furniture, and the Wood Partitions and

Fixtures sectors. For some sectors, such as the Millwork sector, the regional variables
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were not significant individually, but an F-test was conducted comparing the unrestricted

and restricted equations, and results indicated regional variables were appropriately

included in the model. All models are shown with all regional variable included, even

though regional variables in the Structural Wood Members model added no explanatory

power individually or as a group.

The adjusted R-squared values (which may be negative if explanatory power is

low) and the F statistic measure the overall fit and significance of each sector's estimated

equation. Mobile Homes, Prefabricated Wood Buildings, Wood Household Furniture

and Wood Partitions and Fixtures regressions show the most explanatory power and

highest degree of significance. The Millwork sector's F statistic was significant but the

explanatory power of the model was poor (adjusted R-squared of .41). The model did

not explain the competitive advantage in Wood Kitchen Cabinets or Structural Wood

Members. In all cases the number of observations is limited and the degrees of freedom

are small. As a result the robustness of these estimates is uncertain. This suggests that it

may be appropriate to expand the analysis and incorporate cross-section time-series data

when the 1992 data become available.

DISCUSSION

TLSS was significant and of the expected sign in only one sector. This was an

unexpected result that led to an effort to examine the effect of a shift in lumber share in

more detail. A revised TLSS variable was constructed that might better represent

remanufacturer's lumber usage. The revised series used Ponderosa pine lumber

production for the western states, softwood lumber production for the southern states,

and hardwood lumber production for the midwest and eastern states. This construction

followed from the suggestion in chapter 3 that species availability may be more

important than total lumber availability. However, the explanatory power and statistical

significance was even less than using total lumber, which is aggregated softwood and

hardwood of all species.

Polzin (1994) found that in 1986, a state's Millwork and Structural Wood

Members employment was positively associated with employment in SIC group 2411,
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Logging Camps and Contractors, which is a proxy for resource availability. Polzin's

study indicates that logging employment is associated with remanufacturing employment,

implying that a reduction of logging employment is associated with a reduction of

remanufacturing employment. Since these sectors' employment was also correlated to

population, Polzin (1994) categorized Millwork and Structural Wood Members as both

resource and market oriented sectors.

This study differs from Polzin's in that the resource is measured by lumber

production rather than logging employment. This eliminates changes that labor saving

technology might introduce to logging or sawmill employment. This study also differs in

that it estimates how the competitive advantage for employmentthat is, the

unexplained changes in remanufacturing employmentvary as a function of changes in

the independent variables of lumber shifts, market shifts, and wage shifts. This study,

over a ten year period from 1977 to 1987, indicates that Millwork employment moves

opposite the direction of lumber availability as measured by a shift in share of lumber

production. In the Structural Wood Members sector there does not appear to be any

association between a state's competitive advantage and a state's shift in share of

lumber. The negative sign on the TLSS coefficient in Millwork and the insignificant

coefficient in Structural Wood Members fail to support the conclusion that either sector

is resource oriented. However, Millwork's sign on the market variable is positive and

significant, confirming Polzin's finding that it is market oriented.

There are several possible reasons for such a conflict in findings. One is that ten

years ( the period used for this study) is too short a time period to measure a competitive

advantage response to shifts in lumber shares. This argument suggests that a decline in

lumber share would result in a decline in employment share over the long run, but not

over a short run period of five to ten years. This research cannot refute that argument,

but it does show that during the period studied that was not the outcome.

The time period may be too short because firms will make different decisions

based on long term or short term views. A firm's shutdown point in the short term is at

its average variable cost of production. A firm's shut down point in the long term is at

average total cost, which is higher than average variable cost. If a negative shift in share
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of lumber production is thought to be temporary, firms may produce longer than if they

expect the shift is permanent.

A more likely explanation suggests that a negative shift in share of lumber comes

about with much of the shift taking place in the higher grades of lumber that were

traditionally used by Millwork producers. As a result, Millwork producers purchase

lower grade lumber than in the past because it is less costly and more readily available.

However, it requires pre-processing to make it a suitable input to their remanufacturing

process. Production workers remove knots and defects from low grade lumber and the

pieces of good lumber are finger-jointed and re-sawn into a higher quality stock. Pre-

processing lower quality inputs requires more labor to produce an end product than if

higher quality inputs were used. The Millwork sector will probably use a greater quantity

of lumber than when they were using high grade lumber. Lumber usage (quantity) and

labor usage will both increase and the change in the relative amounts of each is uncertain.

Substitution of inputs occurs not between labor and raw material but between labor and

the quality of raw materials. Additional substitutions requiring more labor may occur

between lumber, medium density fiberboard, and particle board (Greber, 1993). As a

result, Millwork sector employment rises, actual quantity of lumber used in Millwork

increases even as the state's shift in lumber share declines. This would explain the

negative relationship between shift in lumber share and competitive advantage.

The Millwork sector may be able to substitute one input for another (e.g., labor

for raw material quality). However, Bullard and Sheldon (1993) found that the

Upholstered Household Furniture sector (not examined in this study) had fixed

proportion production technology and that substitution of raw material by other inputs is

low (they did not directly address the substitution of quality within an input). Millwork's

negative sign and Wood Partitions and Fixtures' positive sign for the TLSS coefficient is

consistent with these findings. If the furniture sectors have fixed proportion technology

and cannot make substitutions, they should respond positively to more readily available

(i.e., less costly) lumber inputs and negatively to less readily available lumber inputs.

One should not confuse the Millwork sector's association between lumber shifts

and competitive advantage (employment shifts) with a cause and effect relationship.
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Believing this to be a cause and effect relationship would lead to the illogical conclusion

that a state's ever decreasing lumber production would lead to its ever increasing

Millwork employment. Additionally, it must be remembered that many factors are

included in the measure of competitive advantage. For example, the competitive

advantage, or disadvantage, may be influenced by a states tax structure or its

development policies. Some states may have an advantage because they have major

interstate highway and rail hubs or deep water ports. Job training and other employment

infrastructure may be a major influence on the state's competitive advantage to attracting

remanufacturing employment. These influences are incorporated into the measure

competitive advantage used in this research and no attempt has been made to individually

explain their importance.

It should be noted that this association between shifts in lumber production and

remanufacturing employment was experienced from 1977 to 1987. The fluctuations in

lumber production were essentially demand driven (housing starts). From 1988 to the

present, major forest policy changes have occurred. This may result in a structural

change that would invalidate this research. However, using Oregon as an example,

lumber production has declined 26% from 7,511 million board feet in 1990 to 5,488

million board feet in 1993 (WWPA 1994), Meanwhile, employment data (State of

Oregon, 1991 and 1994) show employment in Millwork and Structural Wood products

increased almost 4% from 10,600 persons in 1990 to 11,000 in 1993. These figures are

not directly comparable to competitive advantage and lumber shifts, but they are quite

similar and are in agreement with the findings of the 1977 to 1987 period. Additional

research using data from 1987 to 1992 will be helpful.

ELASTICITIES

Elasticities that indicate the responsiveness of a state's competitive advantage to

each of the variables TLSS, MKT, and WS can be calculated from the parameter

estimates (Table 12). For example, in the Millwork sector, a one percent change in a

state's market shift (MKT) is associated with a 0.03 percent change in the state's

competitive advantage in millwork. This is small compared to the Mobile Homes sector
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in which a one percent change in a state's market share is associated with a 2.98 percent

change in the state's competitive advantage for generating Mobile Home employment.

Mobile Homes' elasticity of competitive advantage with respect to both TLSS

and MKT is about three, meaning that a one percent shift in lumber share or market

share corresponds to a three percent change in a state's competitive advantage.

However, the confidence level of the coefficient used to calculate the elasticity for TLSS

is only about 72 percent while the confidence level of the coefficient used to calculate

elasticity for MKT is 98.5 percent. As a result, we are much less confident about the

elasticity regarding a shift in lumber share than the elasticity of a shift in market share.

The Mobile Homes sector has the highest elasticity for each variable, indicating that this

sector's competitive advantage for generating employment is the most volatile. The high

elasticity with respect to MKT, which is a proxy for housing starts, would also indicate

that mobile home manufacturers may be marginal producers in the housing industry and

are much more susceptible to housing market swings than the other sectors.

Table 12. Elasticity of Competitive Advantage with Respect to Lumber Shift,
Market Shift, and Wage Shift.

All elasticities calculated at the means.
*Coefficient for this variable is significant 90% confidence level. Others are less significant.

CONCLUSION

Economic planners and forest policy planners will find this information useful.

Experience has shown that forest plans (i.e., harvest levels) directly affect logging and

sawmill employment. Employment effects for the total forest products industry have

Elasticity of CCMOD with respect to:
Remanufacturing Sector TLSS MKT WS
Millwork -1.34* 0.03* -0.09
Mobile Homes 3.16 2.98* -1.21*
Prefabricated Wood Structures -0.41 1.18 -0.56
Wood Household Furniture -0.21 0.08* 0.01
Wood Partitions and Fixtures 0.84* 1.50 -0.21*
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been estimated by assuming harvest levels have the same direct effect on

remanufacturing levels as well. This has resulted in a "jobs per million board feet" ratio

being applied to the entire forest products industry to forecast jobs resulting from a given

change in harvest levels. This research indicates that such a measure is likely to result in

poor estimates of remanufacturing employment changes. This new research allows

planners to estimate remanufacturing employment changes through the effects that

harvest levels have on shifts in lumber production.

Depending on the remanufacturing sector, a state's competitive advantage was

either positively affected, negatively affected, or unaffected by shifts in lumber

production. Since each sector reacts differently, forecasting employment effects requires

knowing the relative size of each sector in the state.

It has been argued by some analysts that additional development of

remanufacturing employment in the face of declining harvest levels and an assumed

reduction in lumber manufacturing is unlikely. This research suggests, that in general,

that argument does not hold and it even suggests that, in the Millwork sector, increased

remanufacturing employment may be the expected in the near term.

This research measured shifts from 1977 to 1987, a ten year period. Direct

employment impacts (i.e., harvest changes resulting in proportional remanufacturing

employment changes), if they exist at all, are long term effects that take more than five to

ten years to develop. This slower response (e.g., slower than in logging) gives economic

development and economic assistance personnel more time to implement programs in the

remanufacturing industry. It also gives workers more time to adjust.

Lastly, a word of caution is in order. This research examined a single specific

time period between 1977 to 1987. Forest policy changes, technological advances, and

many other events may cause structural changes in the forest products industry that

would make these findings inappropriate for forecasting future changes in

remanufacturing employment. However the results for the Millwork sector seem to

correspond well to what happened in Oregon recently. The model indicated that even

though lumber production was reduced sharply, millwork employment would be

expected to increase.
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Additional research, employing more recent data, could use cross-sectional, time-

series data incorporating three five year period rather than one ten year period as this

research used. This would provide three times as many observation, add needed degrees

of freedom, and permit a different formulation of the variables. For example, with the

additional observations it would be possible to use regional lumber production shifts

rather than state lumber production shifts. This may be a more realistic way to describe

the situation.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

This research has accomplished four objectives:

Provide a general overview of the wood remanufacturing industry. Describe

size characteristics and estimate growth trends of each sector (chapter 2).

Identify regional concentrations of key sectors and determine each sector's

regional shift (shift-share analysis) from 1977 to 1987 (chapter 3).

Determine the "competitive advantage" of each region by decomposing the

shift-shares into national, industry mix, regional, and competitive parts

(chapter 3 and 4).

Estimate how a region's competitive advantage for a particular wood

remanufacturing sector is influenced by supply and demand factors such as

raw material supply, wage rates, and market location (Chapter 4).

Chapter 2 established that the wood remanufacturing industry is composed of a

group of highly diverse sectors. This diversity applies to the sector's size, its growth

rate, and the amount of wood used as an input to its production process. Some sectors

are growing rapidly, increasing payrolls and employment while some other sectors are

stagnate or declining. In general it appears that industrial or commercial sectors such as

Millwork, Structural Wood Members, and Office Furnishings sectors are growing at

average rates in excess of 4 percent annually. Consumer sectors such as the Wood

Household Furniture and Upholstered Furniture sectors show low average growth even

though their shipments have been increasing. However, they are showing declining total

payrolls and total employment.

These findings help policy makers and planners by showing them that a selective

approach to the wood remanufacturing industry is likely to be more effective than

treating all sectors as an aggregate industry.

Chapter 3 provided a perspective of regional sector concentration and measured

sector shifts from state to state. Again, diversity was evident. For example, the Millwork
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sector is dispersed through 42 states while the Wood Office Furniture sector is located in

only 24 states; in many of those states there is only a handful of Wood Office Furniture

firms. Economic development policy makers may find it much easier to attract sectors

that are dispersed than ones that are concentrated. Having no other knowledge, it is

likely that firms that are concentrated in only a few locations have done so because those

locations provide an important advantage. For sectors that are dispersed, a specific

location does not seem to be important. In general the lumber and wood products

sectors were more dispersed than the furniture and fixtures sector.

The competitive shift that a state experiences indicates its relative attraction for

an industry sector. A few states had consistently positive or negative shifts across

sectors. Pennsylvania had substantial positive shifts while California and Washington

experienced large negative shifts. This information might lead future researchers to look

closely at these states for indications of what causes such consistent shifts.

Knowing the past shifts in remanufacturing sectors can help economic

development policy makers understand their state's potential for attracting wood

remanufacturing employment. Knowing that some sectors have been attracted to their

state while others have not will help policy makers target sectors that will be mosteasily

encouraged and promoted.

Sector shifts indicated that some regional consolidation was taking place. Oregon

gained Millwork sector employment from California and Washington and North Carolina

gained from its neighboring states. It appeared that the Millwork sector was

consolidating geographically into states that were centered in the forest resource.

With the information in chapter 3, policy makers and planners know more about

their state's remanufacturing employment compared to other states. They can see how

much of wood remanufacturing employment is in their state and the measure of

competitive shifts indicates the trends of changing employment. Chapter 2 and 3 provide

an overall perspective of the wood remanufacturing industry along with each state's

employment position and trend.

Chapter 4 presented a model to explain the competitive advantage a state has for

attracting wood remanufacturing sector employment. The competitive advantage is
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similar to the competitive component of chapter 3, with some minor modification. A

state's competitive advantage was hypothesized to be a function of the shift in share of

lumber, the shift in the share of the state's market, the shift in the state's relative sector

wage rate, along with the percent of sector in each state and the region in which the state

is located. For two sectors, Wood Kitchen Cabinets and Structural Wood Members, this

model did not statistically explain the competitive component. For the other five sectors,

Millwork, Mobile Homes, Prefabricated Wood Structures, Wood Household Furniture

and Wood Partitions and Fixtures, the model statistically explains the size of a state's

competitive advantage.

Where significant, the coefficient on percent of industry sector in state was

negative, except in the Wood Partitions and Fixtures sector, suggesting that most wood

remanufacturing sectors are not consolidating into a few geographic centers. This

statistical finding conflicts with the suggestions in chapter 3 (using Oregon and North

Carolina) that regional concentration is taking place. It is possible that this is a statistical

result from having many negative observed results with a few very positive observations.

Regional consolidation could be occurring, in spite of the result that "on average",

percentage of sector is negatively associated with competitive advantage. The non-

disclosure of data for a few large states that are assumed to have high sector

percentage's results in a high degree of uncertainty.

The shift in lumber share coefficient was insignificant in all but two sectors, and

in those sectors it was positive in Wood Partitions and Fixtures and negative in

Millwork. The positive sign on Wood Partitions and Fixtures is indicative of low

substitutability of inputs which is consistent with other research in another furniture

sector, the Upholstered Household Furniture sector. The positive sign on the Millwork

coefficient is explained by the substitution of labor and lumber quality in the production

process.

Relative growth in the local market area was found to have a positive effect on a

state's competitive advantage in all sectors. A relative rise in the sector's wage rate in a

state had a negative effect on its competitive advantage.
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This research provides forest planners, economic development policy makers,

and industry decision makers with new information about the wood remanufacturing

industry. When considering the effects that harvest levels have on a state's forest

products employment, forest planners and economists have a more accurate way to

assess the potential impact of their plans. In the past, planners have divided the

employment of each segment of the forest products industry (e.g., logging, primary

conversion, and remanufacturing) by the timber harvest to reach a "jobs per million

board feet of harvest" estimate. Then they assume that employment in each segment will

vary as the harvest varies, according to the ratio for each forest products segment. While

that may be an acceptable rule of thumb for the logging and primary conversion sectors it

is not representative of the remanufacturing industry.

Economic development policy makers now have a perspective of wood

remanufacturing in their state. They know which sectors have been attracted to their

state and they now have a better understanding of how the state's lumber production,

market growth and wage rate changes affect the remanufacturing industry. With this

information policy makers can target specific sectors that will be most appropriate for

their locale. Policy makers will also be pleased to know that the remanufacturing

segment of the forest products industry is more stable than the logging and primary

conversion segments. While all segments are influenced by overall market fluctuations,

remanufacturing employment seems to be somewhat immune to local timber supply

fluctuations while logging and primary conversion are not. This indicates that

remanufacturing may provide a degree of stability to the economic base.

These findings are useful to industry decision makers in the remanufacturing

industry and industries that supply them or consume their products. For example, using

the "jobs per million board feet" calculation on remanufacturing may cause suppliers of

remanufacturing firms to misjudge future demand from remanufacturers.

While these findings add to the information available about the wood

remanufacturing industry, the findings in chapter four should be used with the caveat that

the time period examined is limited and that due to disclosure laws, data for several

states was not evaluated. Although estimates can be calculated using the estimated



coefficients, the user should realize that these are estimates with confidence bands. The

user might be better served by considering these measures as indicators of general

direction and magnitude rather than point estimates.
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Table 13. Homothetic Employment by Sector by State, 1977.
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State
SIC

2431
SIC

2434
SIC

2439
SIC

2451
SIC

2452
SIC

2511
SIC

2521
SIC

2541

Alabama 1194 804 240 879 505 2451 279 512

Alaska 40 27 8 29 17 82 9 17

Arizona 388 262 78 286 164 797 91 166

Arkansas 690 465 139 508 292 1417 161 296

California 6134 4131 1234 4515 2593 12589 1431 2629

Colorado 534 360 107 393 226 1096 125 229

Connecticut 1443 972 290 1062 610 2962 337 619

Delaware 233 157 47 171 98 478 54 100

D.C. 65 44 13 48 28 134 15 28

Florida 1254 844 252 923 530 2573 292 537

Georgia 1697 1143 341 1250 718 3484 396 727

Hawaii 88 59 18 64 37 180 20 38

Idaho 181 122 36 133 76 371 42 77

Illinois 4504 3034 906 3316 1904 9245 1051 1930

Indiana 2472 1665 497 1820 1045 5074 577 1059

Iowa 842 567 169 619 356 1727 196 361

Kansas 589 396 118 433 249 1208 137 252

Kentucky 972 654 195 715 411 1995 227 416

Louisiana 682 459 137 502 288 1400 159 292

Maine 360 242 72 265 152 739 84 154

Maryland 852 574 171 627 360 1748 199 365

Massachusetts 2148 1447 432 1581 908 4409 501 921

Michigan 3908 2632 786 2877 1652 8021 911 1675

Minnesota 1162 782 234 855 491 2384 271 498

Mississippi 768 517 155 566 325 1577 179 329

Missouri 1517 1022 305 1117 641 3114 354 650

Montana 82 55 17 61 35 169 19 35

Nebraska 307 207 62 226 130 630 72 132

Nevada 53 35 11 39 22 108 12 23

New Hampshire 334 225 67 246 141 685 78 143

New Jersey 2726 1836 548 2006 1152 5594 636 1168

New Mexico 102 68 20 75 43 208 24 44
New York 5288 3561 1064 3893 2235 10853 1233 2266

North Carolina 2680 1805 539 1973 1133 5501 625 1149

North Dakota 48 33 10 36 20 99 11 21

Ohio 4662 3140 938 3432 1971 9568 1087 1998

Oklahoma 576 388 116 424 243 1182 134 247

Oregon 709 477 143 522 300 1455 165 304

Pennsylvania 4655 3135 936 3427 1968 9554 1086 1995

Rhode Island 438 295 88 322 185 898 102 188

South Carolina 1310 883 264 965 554 2690 306 562

South Dakota 79 53 16 58 33 162 18 34

Tennessee 1715 1155 345 1263 725 3521 400 735

Texas 3104 2091 624 2285 1312 6371 724 1330



Table 13. Continued

Bold indicates value is one of top five values in column

Table 14. Non-Homothetic Employment by Sector by State, 1977.
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State
SIC

2431
SIC

2434
SIC

2439
SIC

2451
SIC

2452
SIC

2511
SIC

2521
SIC

2541

Alabama 106 -104 60 1821 295 249 -79 -312

Alaska -40 -27 -8 -29 -17 -82 -9 -17

Arizona 212 538 222 714 136 -497 -91 34

Arkansas -390 -465 161 192 -292 3583 -161 -296

California 2866 1169 366 3385 -1293 11 1369 771

Colorado -234 440 293 407 174 -896 -125 271

Connecticut -1243 -372 -290 -1062 -610 -2362 -337 -219

D.C. -65 -44 -13 -48 -28 -134 -15 -28

Delaware -233 -157 -47 -171 -98 -478 -54 -100

Florida 446 2056 1048 1977 70 -373 -92 463

Georgia -897 -343 -341 1550 -118 -884 -396 -227

Hawaii -88 -59 -18 -64 -37 20 -20 -38

Idaho 719 -122 164 -133 -76 -371 -42 -77

Illinois -1104 -1934 -906 -3316 1904 -7345 -1051 470

Indiana -972 3235 3 1780 555 -5074 1623 -559

Iowa 1158 -567 -169 -619 -356 -1727 -196 -361

Kansas -589 4 82 1167 51 -808 -137 -252

Kentucky -972 46 -195 -715 -411 -895 -227 -416

Louisiana 18 -459 -137 -502 -288 -1200 -159 -92

Maine -160 -242 -72 -265 148 61 -84 -154

Maryland -152 -174 -171 -627 -360 -1248 -199 -365

Massachusetts -1148 -847 -432 -1581 -908 -1709 -501 -521

Michigan -2208 -1432 114 -2477 -652 -5021 -911 25

Minnesota 3238 -782 266 -55 309 -1884 -271 2

Mississippi -368 -17 -155 -566 -325 2423 -179 -329

Missouri -617 -322 -105 -717 -141 -1914 -154 -50

Montana 318 -55 -17 -61 -35 -169 -19 -35

Nebraska 93 193 -62 574 70 -630 -72 168

Nevada 247 265 -11 -39 -22 -108 -12 -23

New Hampshire 166 -225 -67 -246 -141 415 -78 57

New Jersey -2726 -436 -548 -2006 -1152 -4794 -636 -68

New Mexico 298 132 -20 -75 -43 -208 -24 -44

Utah 246 166 49 181 104 505 57 105

Vermont 145 98 29 107 61 298 34 62

Virginia 1384 932 278 1019 585 2841 323 593

Washington 928 625 187 683 392 1905 216 398

West Virginia 410 276 82 302 173 841 96 176

Wisconsin 1874 1262 377 1379 792 3845 437 803

Wyoming 30 20 6 22 13 61 7 13

Total 68600 46200 13800 50500 29000 140800 16000 29400



Table 14. Continued

Bold indicates value is one of top five values in column

Table 15. Percentage Growth by Sector by State and All Manufacturing, 1977-

1987.
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New York -5288 -1661 -1064 -3593 -1535 -5153 -33 1134

North Carolina -1780 -705 -139 627 -733 35499 -625 151

North Dakota -48 -33 -10 -36 -20 -99 -11 -21

Ohio -4662 -2040 -238 -2632 -871 -9568 -887 -798

Oklahoma -376 12 -116 -424 -243 -482 -134 -247

Oregon 3691 823 857 2178 -300 -555 -165 -304

Pennsylvania -2755 565 -736 -1327 132 -5954 -486 -295

Rhode Island -438 -295 -88 -322 -185 -898 -102 -188

South Carolina -710 -882 -264 -965 -554 -590 -306 -562

South Dakota -79 -53 -16 242 267 -162 -18 -34

Tennessee -315 -155 -145 137 -525 3379 -400 65

Texas 2996 309 -624 3615 88 -2571 -724 170

Utah 54 534 -49 -181 -104 -505 -57 -105

Vermont -145 -98 -29 -107 -61 2002 -34 -62

Virginia 816 -932 122 -319 1815 15259 -323 407

Washington 2572 975 613 117 308 -1905 -216 -398

West Virginia -410 -276 -82 -302 -173 -841 -96 -176

Wisconsin 3726 -62 -177 -79 2308 -1045 -437 -103

Wyoming -30 -20 -6 -22 -13 -61 -7 -13

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

State
All Man
ufactur

ing
SIC

2431
SIC

2434
SIC

2439
SIC

2451
SIC

2452
SIC

2511
SIC

2521
SIC

2541

United States 3.3% 30% 45% 78% -21% -12% -3.6% 94% 38%

Alabama 2% 62% 57% 0% 11% -13% 19% ND 100%
Alaska -3% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Arizona 66% 150% 113% 67% 30% 33% 367% ND ND

Arkansas 4% 33% ND 0% ND ND -42% ND ND

California 20% 17% 66% 81% -52% 0% 14% 68% 76%

Colorado 21% 233% -38% ND -63% -50% 200% ND 40%

Connecticut -6% 250% 83% ND ND ND ND ND ND

D.C. 0% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Delaware -9% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Florida 39% 59% 59% 177% 31% 133% 50% 200% 40%

Georgia 18% 63% 125% ND 57% 33% 15% ND ND

Hawaii -11% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Idaho 3% ND ND 150% ND ND ND ND ND

Illinois -23% -24% ND ND ND ND -26% ND ND

Indiana -15% 53% 6% 0% 19% -63% ND ND ND



Table 15. Continued

Bold indicates value is one of top five values in column
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Iowa -14% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Kansas 12% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Kentucky -9% ND 29% ND ND ND ND ND ND

Louisiana -17% -43% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Maine -1% 100% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Maryland -5% 71% 0% ND ND ND ND ND ND

Massachusetts -4% 50% ND ND ND ND -11% ND ND

Michigan -12% 24% -17% ND ND ND -17% ND -29%

Minnesota 13% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Mississippi 0% 0% ND ND ND ND -38% ND ND

Missouri -3% 22% 43% 50% ND ND 167% ND 0%

Montana -14% -25% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Nebraska 3% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Nevada 58% ND 33% ND ND ND ND ND ND

New Hampshire 13% 60% ND ND ND ND -27% ND ND

New Jersey -11% ND 43% ND ND ND 25% ND 27%

New Mexico 20% -25% 50% ND ND ND ND ND ND

New York -15% ND 26% ND ND ND 11% 100% 18%

North Carolina 10% 133% 45% 325% ND ND -7% ND ND

North Dakota 12% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Ohio -17% ND ND ND -38% 9% ND ND 75%
Oklahoma -8% ND 0% ND ND ND ND ND ND

Oregon 0% 50% 0% 70% -48% ND -11% ND ND

Pennsylvania -22% 21% 73% 100% 29% 95% 8% 50% 59%
Rhode Island -10% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

South Carolina -2% 0% ND ND ND ND -24% ND ND

South Dakota 22% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Tennessee -1% -7% 30% 50% -7% 150% -17% ND ND

Texas 3% ND ND ND -53% -36% -55% ND 33%

Utah 26% 67% 57% ND ND ND ND ND ND

Vermont 17% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Virginia 9% 9% ND ND -14% -21% ND ND ND

Washington 17% -20% -25% -13% -50% ND ND ND ND

West Virginia -28% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

Wisconsin -4% 30% -8% 150% -46% -58% 25% ND 129%
Wyoming -9% ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND
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Table 16. Data set for Chapter Four Regression Model
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State CCMOD PCT TLSS MKT WS W S M E

Millwork 2431
Alabama 352 1.90 357 114.56 -65 0 1 0 0

Arizona 453 0.87 -122 -21.59 -35 1 0 0 0

Arkansas -41 0.44 -552 -98.20 174 0 1 0 0

California -2612 13.12 -1245 -13.78 -137 1 0 0 0

Colorado 484 0.44 -190 -80.31 -126 1 0 0 0

Connecticut 475 0.29 8 32.45 371 0 0 0 1

Florida -41 2.48 169 109.21 -60 0 1 0 0

Georgia -92 1.17 836 143.66 100 0 1 0 0

Illinois -919 4.96 -50 -49.02 -23 0 0 1 0

Indiana 637 2.19 -219 -42.70 -43 0 0 1 0

Louisiana -413 1.02 -313 -91.36 -7.6 0 1 0 0

Maine 133 0.29 163 14.08 87.2 0 0 0 1

Massachusetts 210 1.46 -26 43.04 98.7 0 0 0 1

Michigan 243 2.48 -116 -52.71 -84 0 0 1 0

Mississippi -142 0.58 517 -20.17 -141 0 1 0 0

Montana -210 0.58 38 -23.10 -93 1 0 0 0

New Hampshire 96 0.73 -59 6.73 197 0 0 0 1

New Mexico -242 0.58 -120 -116.71 152 1 0 0 0

North Carolina 575 1.31 128 86.00 7.67 0 1 0 0

Oregon 867 6.41 -1461 -41.75 -92 1 0 0 0

Pennsylvania 705 2.77 -115 63.90 23.1 0 0 0 1

South Carolina -192 0.87 38 62.47 24.3 0 1 0 0

Tennessee -555 2.04 -93 72.17 39.7 0 1 0 0

Utah 38 0.44 -31 -41.68 -91 1 0 0 0

Virginia -618 3.21 -251 57.82 48.2 0 1 0 0

Washington -1928 5.10 -615 -48.27 -68 1 0 0 0

Wisconsin 47 8.16 -235 -50.02 2.19 0 0 1 0

Wood Kitchen Cabinets 2434
Alabama 44 1.52 357 114.56 15.5 0 1 0 0

Arizona 359 1.73 -122 -21.59 -15 1 0 0 0

California 147 11.47 -1245 -13.78 -109 1 0 0 0

Colorado -746 1.73 -190 -80.31 -105 1 0 0 0

Connecticut 253 1.30 8 32.45 151 0 0 0 1

Florida 34 6.28 169 109.21 -11 0 1 0 0

Georgia 402 1.73 836 143.66 34.5 0 1 0 0

Indiana -1715 10.61 -219 -42.70 28.2 0 0 1 0

Kentucky -75 1.52 -135 -10.44 67.1 0 1 0 0

Michigan -506 2.60 -116 -52.71 161 0 0 1 0

New Jersey 116 3.03 -21 60.70 133 0 0 0 1

New Mexico -6 0.43 -120 -116.71 -347 1 0 0 0

New York 74 4.11 -2717 62.01 78.9 0 0 0 1

North Carolina -236 2.38 128 86.00 -86 0 1 0 0

Oklahoma -162 0.87 -78 -106.83 -16 0 1 0 0

Oregon -602 2.81 -1461 -41.75 25.8 1 0 0 0
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Pennsylvania 1620 8.01 -115 63.90 122 0 0 0 1

Tennessee -176 2.16 -93 72.17 -196 0 1 0 0

Utah 36 1.52 -31 -41.68 -6 1 0 0 0

Washington -1246 3.46 -615 -48.27 -180 1 0 0 0

Wisconsin -632 2.60 -235 -50.02 -18 0 0 1 0

Structural Wood Members 2439
Alabama -247 2.17 357 114.56 64.1 0 1 0 0

Arizona -89 2.17 -122 -21.59 -282 1 0 0 0

Arkansas -245 2.17 -552 -98.20 -92 0 1 0 0

California -241 11.59 -1245 -13.78 -81 1 0 0 0

Florida 1175 9.42 169 109.21 14.1 0 1 0 0

Idaho 141 1.45 -528 -66.74 -124 1 0 0 0

Indiana -334 3.62 -219 -42.70 -158 0 0 1 0

North Carolina 915 2.90 128 86.00 -6.2 0 1 0 0

Oregon -88 7.25 -1461 -41.75 -77 1 0 0 0

Pennsylvania 218 1.45 -115 63.90 5.89 0 0 0 1

Tennessee -64 1.45 -93 72.17 -95 0 1 0 0

Washington -764 5.80 -615 -48.27 -41 1 0 0 0

Wisconsin 146 1.45 -235 -50.02 64.7 0 0 1 0

Mobile Homes 2451
Alabama 822 5.35 357 114.56 52.2 0 1 0 0

Arizona 312 1.98 -122 -21.59 -34 1 0 0 0

California -3499 15.64 -1245 -13.78 20.1 1 0 0 0

Colorado -426 1.58 -190 -80.31 -136 1 0 0 0

Florida 1114 5.74 169 109.21 6.61 0 1 0 0

Georgia 1927 5.54 836 143.66 12.8 0 1 0 0

Indiana 1664 7.13 -219 -42.70 -230 0 0 1 0

Ohio 352 1.58 65 -17.01 155 0 0 1 0

Oregon -752 5.35 -1461 -41.75 -34 1 0 0 0

Pennsylvania 1681 4.16 -115 63.90 3.51 0 0 0 1

Tennessee 165 2.77 -93 72.17 146 0 1 0 0

Texas -2007 11.68 -47 -94.57 -17 0 1 0 0

Virginia -74 1.39 -251 57.82 66.5 0 1 0 0

Washington -370 1.58 -615 -48.27 -53 1 0 0 0

Wisconsin -318 2.57 -235 -50.02 -73 0 0 1 0

Prefabricated Wood Buildings 2452
Alabama -26 2.76 357 114.56 43.9 0 1 0 0

Arizona 24 1.03 -122 -21.59 71.3 1 0 0 0

California -445 4.48 -1245 -13.78 59.2 1 0 0 0

Colorado -204 1.38 -190 -80.31 -59 1 0 0 0

Florida 648 2.07 169 109.21 -105 0 1 0 0

Georgia 125 2.07 836 143.66 40.7 0 1 0 0

Indiana -682 5.52 -219 -42.70 -34 0 0 1 0

Ohio 514 3.79 65 -17.01 -183 0 0 1 0

Pennsylvania 2628 7.24 -115 63.90 52.6 0 0 0 1

Tennessee 308 0.69 -93 72.17 79.9 0 1 0 0

Texas -410 4.83 -47 -94.57 -104 0 1 0 0
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Virginia -271 8.28 -251 57.82 57.2 0 1 0 0

Wisconsin -1410 10.69 -235 -50.02 -63 0 0 1 0

Wood Household Furniture 2511
Alabama 471 1.92 357 114.56 -70 0 1 0 0

Arizona 559 0.21 -122 -21.59 -9.1 1 0 0 0

Arkansas -2029 3.55 -552 -98.20 32.5 0 1 0 0

California -699 8.95 -1245 -13.78 -98 1 0 0 0

Colorado 146 0.14 -190 -80.31 -87 1 0 0 0

Florida 79 1.56 169 109.21 3.68 0 1 0 0

Georgia -234 1.85 836 143.66 -36 0 1 0 0

Illinois 1398 1.35 -50 -49.02 152 0 0 1 0

Massachusetts -189 1.92 -26 43.04 23.4 0 0 0 1

Michigan 321 2.13 -116 -52.71 15.6 0 0 1 0

Mississippi -1406 2.84 517 -20.17 -85 0 1 0 0

New Hampshire -374 0.78 -59 6.73 56 0 0 0 1

New Jersey 675 0.57 -21 60.70 -80 0 0 0 1

New York 2110 4.05 -2717 62.01 -44 0 0 0 1

North Carolina -2178 29.12 128 86.00 21 0 1 0 0

Oregon -119 0.64 -1461 -41.75 -47 1 0 0 0

Pennsylvania 2213 2.56 -115 63.90 72.8 0 0 0 1

South Carolina -453 1.49 38 62.47 57.9 0 1 0 0

Tennessee -1035 4.90 -93 72.17 -36 0 1 0 0

Texas -2371 2.70 -47 -94.57 -3.1 0 1 0 0

Wisconsin 825 1.99 -235 -50.02 -201 0 0 1 0

Wood Office Furniture 2521
California -1060 17.50 -1245 -13.78 -31 1 0 0 0

Florida 88 1.25 169 109.21 -239 0 1 0 0

New York 224 7.50 -2717 62.01 90.2 0 0 0 1

Pennsylvania -60 3.75 -115 63.90 -145 0 0 0 1

Wood Partitions and Fixtures 2541
Alabama 98 0.99 357 114.56 -145 0 1 0 0

California 701 14.81 -1245 -13.78 -116 1 0 0 0

Colorado -43 1.73 -190 -80.31 -207 1 0 0 0

Florida -207 3.46 169 109.21 -23 0 1 0 0

Michigan -993 2.96 -116 -52.71 160 0 0 1 0

New Jersey -22 3.46 -21 60.70 149 0 0 0 1

New York -411 9.88 -2717 62.01 29.7 0 0 0 1

Ohio 729 5.19 65 -17.01 -146 0 0 1 0

Pennsylvania 731 6.67 -115 63.90 13.1 0 0 0 1

Texas -151 4.94 -47 -94.57 -60 0 1 0 0

Wisconsin 641 3.95 -235 -50.02 -164 0 0 1 0




